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Chapter 1

Introduction

This document summarizes the research work carried out within the context of WP2 of RoboHow
during the 2nd year of the project.

1.1 The goal of WP2

The high-level objective of WP2 is to provide the symbolic representation of demonstration videos
that are required to learn models of manipulation activities and to translate them into the robotic
platforms manipulation strategies. More specifically, given image streams of a instructional ma-
nipulation activity demonstration and a representation of an abstract instruction generated from
web sources, a detailed continuous/discrete representation of the manipulation activity needs
to be produced, to be used as a powerful information source for imitation learning (WP3) and
perception-guided manipulation (WP4). Towards these goals, WP2 deals with the segmentation,
recognition and tracking of objects involved in a given manipulation scenario and video, as well
as the recovery of the 3D pose of the actor and his hands. Rather than considering objects and
subjects in isolation, special emphasis is put on studying and exploiting their purposeful interac-
tion. Additionally, higher level contextual knowledge resulting from the analysis of structured task
descriptions available on the web will be exploited to further constrain the perception problem and
enhance the robustness of its solution.

1.2 WP2 tasks

To achieve its goals, WP2 is decomposed into four tasks:

• Task 2.1: Observing scene context. The work in Task 2.1 deals with deriving a first
symbolic representation of the objects involved in a demonstration video. To realize this,
problems such as scene segmentation, object recognition and object tracking need to be
addressed. The emphasis is on addressing difficult visual perception problems that arise due
to scene clutter, occlusions, presence of highly deformable objects, etc. The output of this
task feeds the analysis of subsequent tasks within WP2 and will provide elements of the
required scene representations (WP1) on which WP3 and WP4 are based on.

• Task 2.2: Observing the actor. While Task 2.1 emphasizes on the perception of
objects that are relevant to a given scenario, Task 2.2 emphasizes on understanding the
configuration of the human actor based on visual information provided by multiple, video
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streams. More specifically, the goal of this task is the recovery of the 3D configuration of
the human actor involved in a given object manipulation scenario.

• Task 2.3: Observing manipulation and haptic interactions. Humans purpose-
fully engage into interaction with objects. The spatiotemporal relationships between the
objects and the actor can be exploited to enhance the joint understanding of both. The
posture can be informative of object properties, while known object properties can assist the
disambiguation of otherwise under-constrained human posture hypotheses. Based on this
tight coupling between “what the actor tells about the scene objects” and “what the scene
objects tell about the actor”, the actor and the manipulated objects are considered jointly,
rather than separately.

• Task 2.4: Alignment of web-based task descriptions and video demonstra-

tions. In certain contexts, the problems of segmentation, tracking and recognition of
objects and hands can be prohibitively under-constrained. The usual way to overcome these
setbacks is to incorporate heuristics that constrain the problem’s search space. The avail-
ability of knowledge regarding a manipulation task in the form of a structured description as
this has been derived from web sources can be used to substitute such heuristics. Towards
this end, Task 2.4 is planned to investigate (a) the alignment between collected structured
task descriptions and respective video demonstrations and (b) the use of this alignment as
a prior for disambiguating the observation of objects, hands and manipulation activities.
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Chapter 2

Observing the actor

In D2.2, we present work that deals with tracking jointly the actor and the scene objects with
which the actor interacts, a problem that falls within the scope of Tasks 2.2 and 2.3. More
specifically, D2.2 consists of the following works:

1. A method [Oikonomidis and Argyros, 2014] for tracking the hand of a human actor more
efficiently than the method proposed by Oikonomidis et al [Oikonomidis et al., 2011].

2. A novel method [Kyriazis and Argyros, 2014] for tracking the actor in interaction with sev-
eral scene objects.

3. A method [Michel et al., 2014] that recovers the unknown shape of a potentially transparent
or translucent object by observing a human interacting with it with a tool.

4. A method [Papoutsakis and Argyros, 2013] for improving low level observation modules by
integrating tracking with fine object segmentation.

5. A comparison of hand tracking based on visual hull as opposed to tracking based on several
views [Oikonomidis et al., 2013b].

6. A novel method for tracking the actor in interaction with several scene ob-
jects [Karayiannidis et al., 2013].

In the following, we present a short overview of the above mentioned works. The full descrip-
tions (in the form of published/accepted/under review papers) are attached in Appendix I of this
deliverable.

As an important side note, the two methods proposed in [Oikonomidis and Argyros, 2014],
[Kyriazis and Argyros, 2014] and [Michel et al., 2014] are designed and implemented in a modular
way, allowing for easy exchange of the actor model. More specifically, by substituting the human
hand model with a robot hand model, it is possible to use these technique for inside-out robot
perception of the environment. This means that the work already carried out in WP2 can be used
to serve the purposes of WP4.

Additionally, the hand tracking technology developed at FORTH also in RoboHow, has been
described and disseminated in an article at the ERCIM News [Oikonomidis et al., 2013a] (see
Appendix I).
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2.1 Evolutionary quasi-random search for hand articulations track-

ing

We present [Oikonomidis and Argyros, 2014] a new method for tracking the 3D position, global
orientation and full articulation of human hands. Inspired by recent advances in model-based,
hypothesize-and-test methods, the high-dimensional parameter space of hand configurations is
explored with a novel evolutionary optimization technique. The proposed method capitalizes on
the fact that the quasi-random samples of the Sobol sequence have low discrepancy and exhibit
a more uniform coverage of the sampled space compared to random samples obtained from the
uniform distribution. The method has been tested for the problems of tracking the articulation
of a single hand (27D parameter space) and two hands (54D space). Extensive experiments have
been carried out with synthetic and real data, in comparison with state of the art methods. The
quantitative evaluation shows that the new approach achieves a speed-up of four (single hand
tracking) and eight (two hands tracking) without compromising tracking accuracy. Interestingly,
the proposed method is preferable compared to the state of the art either in the case of limited
computational resources or in the case of more complex (i.e., higher dimensional) problems, a fact
that raises considerably the applicability of the method in a number of application domains.

2.2 Scalable 3D tracking of multiple interacting objects

We consider [Kyriazis and Argyros, 2014] the problem of tracking multiple interacting objects
in 3D, using RGBD input and by considering a hypothesize-and-test approach. Due to their
interaction, objects to be tracked are expected to occlude each other in the field of view of the
camera observing them. A naive approach would be to employ a Set of Independent Trackers (SIT)
and to assign one tracker to each object. This approach scales well with the number of objects but
fails as occlusions become stronger due to their disjoint consideration. The solution representing
the current state of the art employs a single Joint Tracker (JT) that accounts for all objects
simultaneously. This directly resolves ambiguities due to occlusions but has a computational
complexity that grows geometrically with the number of tracked objects. We propose a middle
ground, namely an Ensemble of Collaborative Trackers (ECT), that combines best traits from both
worlds to deliver a practical and accurate solution to the multi-object 3D tracking problem. We
present quantitative and qualitative experiments with several synthetic and real world sequences
of diverse complexity. Experiments demonstrate that ECT manages to track far more complex
scenes than JT at a computational time that is only slightly larger than that of SIT.

2.3 Integrating tracking with fine object segmentation

The problem of robustly segmenting and tracking objects in the observed scene is a very important
one. In that direction, in [Papoutsakis and Argyros, 2013] we proposed a method for on-line, joint
object tracking and segmentation in a monocular video captured by a possibly moving camera.
Our goal is to integrate tracking and fine segmentation of a single, previously unseen, potentially
non-rigid object of unconstrained appearance, given its segmentation in the first frame of an image
sequence as the only prior information. To this end, we tightly couple an existing kernel-based
object tracking method with Random Walker-based image segmentation. Bayesian inference me-
diates between tracking and segmentation, enabling effective data fusion of pixel-wise spatial and
color image cues. The fine segmentation of an object at a certain frame provides tracking with
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reliable initialization for the next frame, closing the loop between the two building blocks of the
proposed framework. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is evaluated experimentally
by comparing it to a large collection of state of the art tracking and video-based object segmen-
tation methods on the basis of a data set consisting of several challenging image sequences for
which ground truth data is available.

2.4 Shape from interaction

In RoboHow we are interested in objects that are difficult to observe with ordinary computer vision
techniques. Such objects include translucent cookware and metallic non-Lambertian cutlery. In
[Michel et al., 2014] we present “Shape from Interaction” (SfI), an approach to the problem of
acquiring 3D representations of rigid objects. SfI relies on the fact that two rigid objects cannot
share the same physical space. Thus, the 3D reconstruction of an unknown object is achieved by
tracking a known 3D object that is used as a tool and by carving out the space it occupies as a
function of time. Due to this indirection, SfI reconstructs rigid objects regardless of their material
and appearance properties and proves particularly useful for the cases of textureless, transparent,
translucent, refractive and specular objects for which there exists no practical vision-based 3D
reconstruction method. Additionally, object concavities that are not directly observable can also
be reconstructed. The 3D tracking of the tool is formulated as an optimization problem that
is solved based on visual input acquired by a multicamera system. Experimental results from a
prototype implementation of SfI support qualitatively and quantitatively the effectiveness of the
approach.

2.5 Tracking hand articulations: Relying on 3D visual hulls versus

relying on multiple 2D cues

We present a method for articulated hand tracking that relies on visual input acquired by a
calibrated multicamera system. A state-of-the-art result on this problem has been proposed by
Oikonomidis at al [Oikonomidis et al., 2011]. In that work, hand tracking is formulated as the min-
imization of an objective function that quantifies the discrepancy between a hand pose hypothesis
and the observations. The objective function treats the observations from each camera view in an
independent way. We follow the same general optimization framework but we choose to employ
the visual hull as the main observation cue, which results from the integration of information from
all available views prior to optimization. We investigate the behavior of the resulting method in
extensive experiments and in comparison with that of Oikonomidis et al. The obtained results
demonstrate that for low levels of noise contamination, regardless of the number of cameras, the
two methods perform comparably. The situation changes when noisy observations or as few as two
cameras with short baselines are employed. In these cases, the proposed method is more accurate
than that of [Oikonomidis et al., 2011]. Thus, the proposed method is preferable in real-world
scenarios with noisy observations obtained from easy-to-deploy, stereo camera setups.
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2.6 Online kinematics estimation for active human-robot manipu-

lation of jointly held objects

In [Karayiannidis et al., 2013] we introduce a method for estimating the constraints imposed by a
human agent on a jointly manipulated object. These estimates can be used to infer knowledge of
where the human is grasping an object, enabling the robot to plan trajectories for manipulating
the object while subject to the constraints. We describe the method in detail, motivate its validity
theoretically, and demonstrate its use in co-manipulation tasks with a real robot.
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Evolutionary Quasi-random Search for Hand Articulations Tracking

Iason Oikonomidis, Antonis A. Argyros

Institute of Computer Science, FORTH

oikonom@ics.forth.gr, argyros@ics.forth.gr

Abstract

We present a new method for tracking the 3D position,

global orientation and full articulation of human hands.

Inspired by recent advances in model-based, hypothesize-

and-test methods, the high-dimensional parameter space of

hand configurations is explored with a novel evolutionary

optimization technique. The proposed method capitalizes

on the fact that the quasi-random samples of the Sobol se-

quence have low discrepancy and exhibit a more uniform

coverage of the sampled space compared to random sam-

ples obtained from the uniform distribution. The method

has been tested for the problems of tracking the articula-

tion of a single hand (27D parameter space) and two hands

(54D space). Extensive experiments have been carried out

with synthetic and real data, in comparison with state of the

art methods. The quantitative evaluation shows that the new

approach achieves a speed-up of four (single hand tracking)

and eight (two hands tracking) without compromising track-

ing accuracy. Interestingly, the proposed method is prefer-

able compared to the state of the art either in the case of

limited computational resources or in the case of more com-

plex (i.e., higher dimensional) problems, a fact that raises

considerably the applicability of the method in a number of

application domains.

1. Introduction

Articulated motion estimation and tracking is an impor-

tant problem in computer vision with significant theoreti-

cal interest and numerous and diverse applications. The

instances regarding the human body and the human hand

are of particular interest since their solution can support the

development of a number of important applications in the

fields of human-computer interaction (HCI), robot learning

by demonstration, etc.

Significant efforts have been devoted in solving these

problems [11, 6]. Despite the large body of related work,

these problems are still attracting the attention of the re-

search community because of the numerous difficulties that

one has to overcome to solve them in the general case. As

Figure 1. Left: 256 points on the 2D plane obtained from a

pseudo-random number generator. Right: the first 256 samples

of the Sobol sequence. Samples 1 to 10, 11 to 100 and 101 to

256 are in red, blue and green colors, respectively. The Sobol

sequence covers the space more evenly. In our problem for-

mulation, the Sobol sequence is used to form quasi-random hy-

potheses of hand configurations in the 27D (single hand) and

54D (two hands) configuration spaces. Example inspired from

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobol_sequence.

an example, for the problem of hand tracking, the uniform

color appearance of the hand makes it difficult to segment

its parts. Its high versatility and dexterity yields an infi-

nite number of configurations in most of which the hand is

considerably self-occluded. This limits the applicability of

approaches that rely on the detection of a few recognizable

poses. Finally, the high speed of the human hand and fingers

challenge most of the contemporary tracking approaches.

There are two broad categories of 3D hand articulation

tracking methods, the appearance-based and the model-

based ones (see Sec. 2). Appearance-based methods are

more computationally efficient but can only identify a lim-

ited number of known hand configurations. Model-based

methods explore the continuous space of hand configura-

tions at the cost of solving online an optimization problem

in a high dimensional space. Recent formulations of the

hand tracking problem, together with the utilization of par-

allel hardware such as the GPUs, yielded model-based ap-

proaches that perform in near real time [15]. Still, the com-

putational requirements of model-based methods at runtime

remain much larger than those of appearance-based ones.

In this paper we present a novel model-based approach
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for tracking the articulated motion of human hand(s) as ob-

served by an RGB-D sensor. The main contribution of this

work is the proposal of a novel optimization method that ex-

plores very efficiently and effectively the high-dimensional

configuration space of the human hand. The new opti-

mization technique capitalizes on the use of the Sobol se-

quence [24] to select a limited number of candidate problem

solutions that span uniformly (see Fig. 1) the configuration

space of the human hand. The advantage of quasi-random

over pseudo-random sampling is a more uniform cover-

age of the sampled space, because of the low-discrepancy

property exhibited by quasi-random samples. Articulated

structures such as the human body and the human hand are

parametrized in spaces of tens of dimensions that need to be

sampled by hypothesize-and-test methods. Thus, it is ex-

pected that the low-discrepancy property of quasi-random

sampling is beneficial to the effective exploration of such

high dimensional spaces. Quasi-random sampling has been

employed for human silhouette tracking [17] but not for hu-

man body or human hand tracking.

Evolutionary optimization algorithms have also been

successfully applied before in human body tracking [26]

and human hand tracking [16, 15], but never combined

with quasi-random sampling. The optimization method

also takes advantage of knowledge in the problem domain,

namely the kinematic chain of the human hand and the

way this structure affects the scoring of neighboring hand

poses. The resulting optimization method has a number of

free parameters whose values are systematically determined

through meta-optimization.

The proposed method has been employed to track the

articulation (a) of a single hand and (b) of two strongly in-

teracting hands. The parameter spaces of these problems

are 27D and 54D, respectively. For both problems, the pro-

posed approach has been evaluated quantitatively and quali-

tatively in data sets annotated with ground truth and in com-

parison with state of the art model-based methods [16, 15]

that rely on the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9]

method. The obtained results reveal that the proposed ap-

proach can achieve a speed-up of up to 4× for the case of

a single hand and up to 8× for the case of two hands, with-

out compromising tracking accuracy. The speed-up gains

are more significant in the hard cases, i.e., in the case of

limited computational budgets. This is because lower bud-

gets are associated with a sparser sampling of the paramet-

ric space of the problem, in which case the low-discrepancy

property of the quasi-random sampling becomes more im-

portant. Thus, besides its theoretical significance, the pro-

posed optimization method has a great practical importance,

as it bridges the gap in computational performance with

appearance-based methods while maintaining the advan-

tages of the hypothesize-and-test methods.

2. Related work

Hand articulation tracking methods can be classified [5,

15] based on the way candidate solutions are generated

and tested against the observations. For the so called

appearance-based approaches [2, 21, 27, 20, 10], a large set

of hand configurations is generated off-line. Relevant fea-

tures are extracted for each of the generated poses, resulting

in a database where each pose is associated with image fea-

tures. At runtime, comparable features are extracted from

the acquired image(s) and searched for in the precomputed

database. The solution reported is one or more of the stored

poses that match the computed features.

Model-based methods [19, 25, 5, 7, 15, 3, 16] generate

hand poses, extract features and compare them to the ob-

served ones at runtime. Typically, an optimization method

is responsible for finding the pose that best explains the

available observations.

Appearance-based methods are more computationally

efficient than model-based ones, at the cost of having a fixed

accuracy that depends on the precomputed data rather than

the computational budget devoted to the problem at runtime.

Furthermore, they are more difficult to adapt to different

problems, since changing the object to be tracked essen-

tially amounts to solving the time consuming problem of

generating new off-line data. As an example, moving from

a single hand tracker to a two hands tracker requires train-

ing to be performed from scratch. In contrast, model-based

methods can be more easily adapted to different scenarios,

since all that is required is a change in the appearance and

kinematics model used. Furthermore, the accuracy usually

benefits from more computational budget, or alternatively

one can trade accuracy for speed. In general, the compu-

tational requirements of model-based methods at runtime

is larger than that of appearance-based ones. However, re-

cent formulations of the problem that also exploit parallel

hardware such as the GPUs have resulted in methods that

perform in near real time [15].

Quasi-random sampling has been applied before in com-

puter vision problems such as silhouette tracking [17],

block motion estimation [18] and map estimation [22].

Loosely speaking, the idea behind quasi-random sampling

is that a carefully constructed sequence of points in the S-

dimensional hypercube [0, 1]S may cover more uniformly

this space than the commonly employed pseudo-random

number generators. Specifically, such sequences exhibit

the so called low-discrepancy property [12] according to

which, any subset of the sampled hypercube has a proba-

bility of containing samples that is proportional to its vol-

ume. Although this property holds at the limit for stan-

dard uniform sampling too, the variance for low numbers

of quasi-random samples is lower (see Fig. 1). The low-

discrepancy property was first introduced by Sobol in [24],

where he also presented the first low-discrepancy family of



sequences. In a later work [23], Sobol provided arithmetic

values to construct such sequences up to dimensions of size

51. Even later [12], Niederreiter categorized and systemati-

cally studied low-discrepancy sequences. He also presented

a sampling-based optimization algorithm [14]. The idea be-

hind that approach was to keep sampling the search space

using a low-discrepancy sequence until either a fixed num-

ber of objective function evaluations is reached or a fixed

objective function score is found.

Evolutionary optimization is widely regarded as a pow-

erful strategy to optimize objective functions with signifi-

cant amounts of noise, discontinuities and even uncertain

values [8, 4]. The model-based formulation of hand track-

ing results in objective functions that exhibit all these prop-

erties. Thus, commonly employed optimization techniques

such as gradient descent fail to provide robust solutions.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [9], a widely used evo-

lutionary algorithm was shown to be very effective in this

problem [15, 16]. Inspired from the success of PSO, we

propose a novel evolutionary algorithm which takes advan-

tage of the power of quasi-random sampling and is able to

surpass PSO in the rate of convergence and the estimation

accuracy.

3. Method Description

We present an evolutionary algorithm, capable of effi-

ciently searching the high-dimensional parameter space of

hand configurations. Briefly stated, the method operates as

follows. First, the Sobol sequence is used to define a num-

ber of atoms / candidate solutions / model hypotheses1 in

the parametric space of hand configurations. An objective

function quantifies the difference between a hand hypothe-

sis and the actual observations. Then, the computation pro-

ceeds in iterations called generations. At each such genera-

tion, a “center” hand hypothesis is computed as a weighted

average of a fixed number of the so far best scoring hypothe-

ses. The Sobol sequence is again employed to sample effec-

tively the parametric space around this center point, yield-

ing new candidate solutions to the problem. The range of

the sampling around the center is diminished exponentially

as a function of the number of generations. The hypothesis

that yields the best score after a fixed number of generations

is termed the solution for a given frame. To achieve track-

ing over time, temporal continuity is exploited, in the sense

that the solution for frame t− 1 bootstraps the optimization

process for the frame t.

3.1. Sobol Sequence

Sobol [24] introduced a low-discrepancy sequence of n
samples xi in the S-dimensional hypercube [0..1]S with the

1In the remainder of the paper, the terms atom, candidate solution and

model or hand hypothesis are used interchangeably.
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Figure 2. (a) The kinematic structure and (b) a 3D rendering of the

hand model used in this work.

aim to approximate the integral
∫

[0,1]S
f(x) dx (1)

of an arbitrary function f over [0, 1]S by the limit

lim
n→∞

n
∑

i=1

f(xi) (2)

with the fastest possible convergence. Loosely speaking,

for small sample sizes, in the order of tens or hundreds

of samples, the resulting coverage of the sampled space is

more even, leaving smaller gaps than that of a set of points

sampled from a uniform distribution (see also Fig. 1). The

comparison favors quasi-random sampling as the number

of space dimensions S is increased. For a more detailed

and formal presentation of low-discrepancy and Sobol se-

quences, the reader is referred to [13].

3.2. Hand Modeling and Hypothesis Scoring

We adopt the parametrization of hand pose and the mod-

elling of hand kinematics and appearance that are proposed

in [15]. In that parametrization, a fixed point and orientation

in the palm defines the global pose of the modeled hand.

This is six degrees of freedom (DoFs) encoded as seven pa-

rameters because of the use of the quaternion representation

for 3D rotation. Each of the fingers is fully described by

four joint angles, two for the saddle joint at the base and two

more, one for each of the two remaining hinge joints. The

schematic of this parametrization is illustrated in Fig. 2(a)

which is taken from [6] (Fig. 2(b) of that manuscript) and

adjusted to the model we use. This results in a total of 26
DoFs encoded as a vector h ∈ R

27. Appropriate limits for

the joint angles are determined by anatomical studies [1].

Regarding modelling the appearance of the hand, Oikono-

midis et al. [15] propose to build the necessary shapes from

appropriately transformed instances of two geometric prim-

itives, cylinders and spheres, resulting in a shape depicted



in Fig. 2(b). This strategy enables a high degree of compu-

tational parallelism, a fact that can yield significant speed

boost with an implementation on a modern GPU architec-

ture.

Using this appearance model and given a specific hand

pose h along with the camera calibration information K,

it is possible to synthesize feature maps of the hand hy-

pothesis h from the viewpoint of the camera that observes

the scene. Specifically, we synthesize the depth map and

the skin color segmentation map, two features that can be

obtained from the RGB-D data we use as input. A scor-

ing function E is then used to quantify the discrepancy be-

tween a hypothesis and the actual observations. We employ

the one proposed in [15] (Eq. (1) of that manuscript) which

depends on the compatibility of the skin color and depth

maps associated with an observed hand and a rendered hand

hypothesis. More specifically, the mean of absolute differ-

ences between the observed and hypothesized depth maps is

computed. A quantity that measures the agreement between

the observed and hypothesized skin color silhouettes is also

computed. These two values quantify the agreement in ap-

pearance between hypothesis and observation. From these

values, a single score is computed using experimentally de-

termined weights. An additional term that does not depend

on appearance but instead serves to penalize anatomically

infeasible poses is also appropriately weighted and added,

forming the final definition of E. For a detailed description,

the reader is referred to [15].

The task of estimating the hand pose is thus reduced

to that of optimizing the objective function E. The com-

putation of E requires as input the hand configuration h,

the camera calibration information K and the observation

o, however, for notational brevity we use E(h) to denote

E(h, o,K). For a given observation, the function E is op-

timal at the configuration that represents the observed hand

pose. However E also exhibits local minima and disconti-

nuities because of aliasing artifacts. On top of this, a graph-

ics/rasterization engine is involved in the computations, so

the analytical differentiation of E is impossible.

3.3. Evolutionary Sobol Search for Hand Tracking

As in most of the evolutionary optimization algorithms,

in our approach there is the notion of a population of candi-

date solutions or atoms in the search space. This population

evolves in steps, called generations. A high-level outline

of the proposed evolutionary Sobol search algorithm is pre-

sented in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm maintains the full history H of all atoms

identified so far, along with their corresponding fitness

scores w, and runs for a fixed number G of generations.

In each generation g, 0 ≤ g ≤ G − 1, a center position hC

is defined. For the first generation, hC is set equal to the so-

lution ht−1 sought for the previous frame. N atoms hi
t are

Algorithm 1 The proposed evolutionary Sobol search algo-

rithm

Input: The solution ht−1 for the previous frame.

Output: The solution ht for the current frame.

H ← ∅; T ← ∅;
hC ← ht−1;

for g = 0 . . . G− 1 do

// Define atoms hi
t (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) around hC (Eq.(3))

{hi
t} ← SobolSequence(hC , N, g);

// compute E for atoms and store fitness

H ← H ∪ {hi
t};

w(hi
t) = E(hi

t);
T ← TopScoringAtoms(H,NT );
hC ←WeightedSum(T ); (Eq.(4))

end for

ht ← TopScoringAtoms(H, 1)
return (ht);

then defined around hC based on the Sobol sequence. This

is done so as to take advantage of the way quasi-random

sampling can evenly fill high-dimensional spaces. Each pa-

rameter dimension has different units and range, so a vector

s of scales is used to adjust the original range [0, 1] of the

Sobol sequence to the appropriate one. More specifically,

hi
t = hC + s ◦ cg ◦ (2xr+i − 1). (3)

In Eq.(3), i iterates over the population count, “◦” denotes

the Hadamard or entry-wise product between vectors, xn

is the n-th sample of the Sobol sequence of appropriate di-

mensions, and r is a large random integer after which we

draw samples from the Sobol sequence. c is a vector of con-

traction coefficients, with entries in the range (0..1]. Rais-

ing to g denotes entrywise power. The goal of this opera-

tion is to reduce the size of the search space around hC as a

function of the generation count.

All the identified atoms hi
t are inserted in the history H .

The objective function E is consequently evaluated for each

of these atoms hi
t, resulting in corresponding fitness scores

w(hi
t) = E(hi

t). Next, from the whole history H , the set

T containing nT atoms with the highest fitness scores is

computed. A new center in the search space hC is computed

as a weighted sum of these nT atoms, as follows:

hC =
1

∑

h∈T q(w(h))

∑

h∈T

q(w(h)) · h. (4)

We chose q(x) = exp(ax) because a can be appropriately

chosen to scale the weights so that there is a fixed ratio be-

tween the first and second best scoring atoms.

The above procedure is repeated for all G generations.

After this computation is completed, the most fit atom



among the whole history H is reported as the result ht of

the optimization process.

From a computational complexity point of view, the most

expensive part of the algorithm is the evaluation of the ob-

jective function for a given atom. N such evaluations are

performed in each generation, thus the product N · G de-

termines the computational budget of the method. It should

be noted that within each generation, the computations for

each atom are independent of the computations for the other

atoms. This inherent computational parallelism can be ex-

ploited to achieve very efficient implementations is GPU

architectures.

3.4. Metaoptimization

The algorithm outlined in the previous section has a

number of free parameters, namely the scaling vector s, the

contraction coefficients c, the weight parameter a and the

number NT of top scoring positions that contribute to the

calculation of hC . In order to determine appropriate val-

ues for these parameters in a systematic way, we resorted to

meta-optimization, i.e., the use of an optimization algorithm

in order to tune the parameters of another.

To do so, for the case of tracking a single hand, we first

recorded a sequence of 370 frames of a hand waving and

performing some object grasp like motions. We tracked this

sequence with our own implementation of [15] and with a

very high computational budget, to ensure the highest pos-

sible tracking accuracy. We then synthesized the same se-

quence using our hand model. Having a sequence of syn-

thesized images along with the corresponding hand poses as

ground truth, we were able to quantify the performance of

a given parametrization of the evolutionary Sobol search al-

gorithm. For more details on this quantification the reader is

referred to Section 4.1. The meta-optimization for the prob-

lem of tracking two interacting hands we followed a similar

approach on a sequence showing two hands in strong inter-

action.

The parametrization of the meta-optimization problem

itself, is as follows. We partitioned the scaling vector s in

three types of parameters, namely the positional scale, the

rotational scale and the scale associated with finger joint an-

gles. Thus, we reduced the 27 or 54 parameters (single/two

hands tracking) to just 3. The intention behind not keeping

all the different parameters is to avoid over fitting for the

specific sequences we used for meta-optimization.

The contraction coefficients c were partitioned with re-

spect to their distance from the root of the kinematic chain,

a choice that reflects the way the scoring function E is af-

fected by each of the problem parameters. The intuition is

that the parameters describing the position and orientation

of the palm must be fixed in order to measure meaningful

values when varying the position of, e.g., a fingertip. We

thus identified four different levels, starting with position
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Figure 3. The results of meta-optimization yielded an exponen-

tial relation between the kinematic chain depth and the contraction

coefficients c for both cases, single hand tracking and two hands

tracking.

and rotation in the root(palm), the DoFs of the metacar-

pophalangeal joints at the next level, the proximal interpha-

langeal (IP) joints at the third level and the distal IP at the

last level (bottom to top in Fig. 2(a)). We did not optimize

for NT , in all experiments we used N = NT = 16 and

G = 25. The three different scale parameters, the four dif-

ferent contraction coefficients and the weighting parameter

a amount to a total of 8 parameters. In order to find optimal

values for those parameters we employed Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO) [9].

The separate meta-optimization of the single hand case

and the case of two hands, resulted in two different sets

for these 8 parameters and in some rather interesting re-

sults. For both the single hand and the two hands case, in

close agreement with intuition, the optimum contraction co-

efficients decrease exponentially with the distance from the

kinematic root (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, for the single hand

case it turned out that the optimal value of a is very close

to 0. Thus, the top NT atoms contribute to the definition of

the center hC with equal weight. This however was not the

case for the case of two hands tracking. For that case the

optimum value of a was close to 1.6.

4. Experimental Evaluation

We present experiments that assess the effectiveness of

the proposed evolutionary Sobol search approach. The pro-

posed method was employed to track the articulation of

(a) a single hand and (b) of two strongly interacting hands.

The dimensionality of these two problems is 27 DoFs and

54 DoFs, respectively. The results obtained by the pro-

posed method are compared quantitatively and qualitatively

to those obtained by state of the art methods ([15] for (a)

and [16] for (b)).

For quasi-random sampling we used the default Matlab

implementation of the Sobol sequence of appropriate di-

mensions (either 27 or 54).



4.1. Quantitative evaluation, single hand tracking

We conducted several experiments to quantitatively as-

sess the performance of the proposed method in comparison

with the approach presented in [15]. In order to do so, we

created synthetic data (i.e., annotated with ground truth) in

a way similar to that described in Sec. 3.4.

Specifically, a real-world sequence was tracked with

good accuracy using our own implementation of [15] and a

large computational budget. This sequence consists of 200
frames depicting a hand performing a variety of motions. It

should be stressed that this sequence is different to the one

used for the meta-optimization (see Sec. 3.4). The result-

ing track is a sequence of hand poses, closely resembling

the observed hand. We used this track to generate synthetic

data, i.e. a sequence of synthetic RGB-D images. Since this

sequence is produced from a known hand track, we can use

that track as the ground truth for that sequence.

Having a sequence with associated ground truth, we

compute the distance of a track from this ground truth. To

do so, we select 21 key points on the hand model we use.

The first point is at the root of the kinematic chain inside

the palm. Each finger has 4 of the remaining 20 points,

starting with one at the base, having one at each of the in-

termediate joints, and with the last placed at the fingertip.

This placement of points can be computed for any given

hand pose. Given two hand poses, a ground truth and an

estimated one, we can compute the Euclidean distances be-

tween such corresponding points. The mean value of all

these distances is the error measure we use for a pose esti-

mation of a given frame. For a pose sequence we compute

the mean value of such mean distances, resulting in a single

error estimate for the whole sequence. Due to its stochastic

nature, our algorithm does not perform identically in dif-

ferent runs. Thus, for any given configuration we repeat the

experiment 11 times, yielding 11 different mean errors. The

median of these 11 values constitutes the value we report in

all the experiments below.

As stated in Sec. 3.3, the two parameters determining

the computational budget of the algorithm are the number

of atoms N and the number of generations G because their

product yields the number of objective function evaluations.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the optimization algo-

rithm used in [15] is parametrized similarly by the number

of its atoms called particles and generations. We assessed

the performance of our algorithm in comparison to [15] as

a function of these two parameters. The results of this ex-

periment are visualized in Fig. 4.

It can be verified that the proposed evolutionary Sobol

search method performs better or equal to the method

in [15]. This is amenable to dual interpretation: we ei-

ther get more accuracy with the same computational bud-

get or we get the same accuracy with less computational

resources. The differences in favor of the proposed ap-
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Figure 4. The performance of our method (solid lines) in compar-

ison to that of [15] (dashed) for the problem of single hand track-

ing and for different particle and generation counts (best viewed

in color).

proach become far more striking in small atom and gen-

eration counts. This is quite important because it means

that higher accuracy can be achieved for small computa-

tional budgets. As an example, the accuracy obtained by 16
atoms of the proposed approach running for 10 generations

is equal to the accuracy obtained by 64 particles of [15] for

the same number of generations. Given that the objective

function E is common for both methods, the evaluation of

an atom in our approach is identical to the evaluation of a

particle in [15]. This means that the proposed algorithm

achieves a 4× speed-up over the state of the art. As an al-

ternative view of the same results, for the same low budget

(16 atoms/particles, 10 generations), the proposed approach

is almost two times more accurate.

Figure 6 shows sample results from the application of

the proposed algorithm on the synthetic sequence used in

this quantitative evaluation.

4.2. Quantitative evaluation, two hands tracking

Similarly to the case of a single hand, we recorded a se-

quence showing two hands in strong interaction. We em-

ployed the proposed evolutionary Sobol search algorithm in

a parametric space of 54 DoFs and we experimented with

different numbers of atoms and generations. The obtained

results are shown in Fig. 5 in comparison with those ob-

tained by our own implementation of [16].

The complex interaction between the hands generates

even more occlusions, so, it is impossible to resolve am-

biguity regarding some poses of the sequence. This, in turn,

implies that the lowest achievable error for the case of two

hands is higher than that of the single hand case. Neverthe-
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Figure 5. The performance of our method (solid lines) in com-

parison to that of [16] (dashed) for the problem of tracking two

strongly interacting hands and for different particle and generation

counts (best viewed in color).

less, the advantages of the proposed method are even more

prominent in the case of tracking two strongly interacting

hands. The lowest budget configuration we tested, N = 16
and G = 10 was able to achieve an average error of 15mm
whereas our implementation of [16] achieved for the same

budget an average error of 26mm. The proposed method

achieved for the configuration of N = 64 and G = 25
an error of 8.9, within 1.5mm from the largest budget we

tested, namely (N,G) = (256, 40) which yielded 7.6mm
of average error. Thus, for the case of two hands tracking,

the proposed solution can achieve a speed-up of almost 8×,

making the tracking of two interacting hands possible in real

time.

Figure 6 shows sample results from the application of

the proposed algorithm on the synthetic sequence used in

this quantitative evaluation.

4.3. Qualitative Evaluation

Figure 7 shows sample results from the application of

the proposed method on the real world sequences reported

in [15, 16]. The full videos out of these experiments are

provided in the supplementary material accompanying this

paper.

5. Discussion

The model-based, hypothesize-and-test methods for

tracking the articulated motion of human hands have a num-

ber of important advantages over their appearance-based

counterparts. Their Achilles’ heel is their computational

requirements. Recent progress in the field [15] achieves

near real time performance (20Hz) in a GPU-powered,

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Sample results from the application of the proposed

evolutionary Sobol search method to (a) the single hand tracking

and (b) two hands tracking synthetic data sets. For each frame, the

rendered depth map together the estimated hand model is shown.

high end computer. In this work, we proposed a novel

hypothesize-and-test method for this problem. The evolu-

tionary optimization core of the method relies on the fact

that low discrepancy sequences like the Sobol sequence

are better suited for uniformly sampling high dimensional

spaces. The method is tailored to the problem of hand

tracking in the sense that it capitalizes on the tree structure

of the kinematics of the human hand. Quantitative exper-

imental results for two problems of different dimensional-

ity (single hand tracking, two hands tracking) demonstrated

that the proposed approach exhibits a much better perfor-

mance/accuracy trade-off compared to the state of the art.

More specifically, it is demonstrated that single hand track-

ing can be speeded up by a factor of 4×, and two hands

tracking can be speeded up by a factor of 8×, without sac-

rificing tracking accuracy. Ongoing research focuses on ap-

plying the evolutionary Sobol search method to other com-

puter vision optimization problems.
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Abstract

We consider the problem of tracking multiple interact-

ing objects in 3D, using RGBD input and by considering

a hypothesize-and-test approach. Due to their interaction,

objects to be tracked are expected to occlude each other in

the field of view of the camera observing them. A naive

approach would be to employ a Set of Independent Track-

ers (SIT) and to assign one tracker to each object. This

approach scales well with the number of objects but fails

as occlusions become stronger due to their disjoint consid-

eration. The solution representing the current state of the

art employs a single Joint Tracker (JT) that accounts for

all objects simultaneously. This directly resolves ambigui-

ties due to occlusions but has a computational complexity

that grows geometrically with the number of tracked ob-

jects. We propose a middle ground, namely an Ensemble

of Collaborative Trackers (ECT), that combines best traits

from both worlds to deliver a practical and accurate solu-

tion to the multi-object 3D tracking problem. We present

quantitative and qualitative experiments with several syn-

thetic and real world sequences of diverse complexity. Ex-

periments demonstrate that ECT manages to track far more

complex scenes than JT at a computational time that is only

slightly larger than that of SIT.

1. Introduction

We are interested in tracking the full state of a scene con-

sisting of multiple moving and interacting objects. For the

purposes of this work we consider rigid or articulated ob-

jects that interact in front of a static RGBD camera. An ex-

ample scenario is that of observing hands interacting with

several objects in assembly/disassembly tasks. In such a

context, the full state of the scene at a given time consists

of the 3D position and orientation (3D pose) of all rigid ob-

jects as well as all the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the

articulated objects. Clearly, the accurate and robust recov-

ery of this state is of paramount importance towards devel-

oping higher level interpretations of the scene and the in-

teractions therein, which is the ultimate challenge in scene

Figure 1: Tracking the full articulation of two hands and

the 3D pose of 15 rigid objects in a toy disassembly task is

a 159-D problem. The proposed ensemble of collaborative

trackers (ECT, right) was successful in tracking this highly

challenging scene, while the other variants (SIT, left and JT,

middle) failed right from the start. The 3D tracking results

are superimposed over the original RGB feeds.

understanding and the far sought goal of computer vision.

A fundamental difficulty in this kind of multi-object

tracking problems results from the occlusions that occur

when the physical, 3D space is projected onto the 2D image

of the camera observing the scene. If no such occlusions ex-

ist, the whole problem can be easily decomposed. Assum-

ing the availability of a tracker for each and every object,

we may consider a Set of Independent Trackers (SIT) in a

divide-and-conquer approach. This straightforward decom-

position has an overall accuracy that depends on the accu-

racy of the individual trackers, alone. From a computational

point of view, it scales well (linearly) with the number of

objects to be tracked.

However, in the most interesting and most often encoun-

tered case, objects do occlude each other in the field of view

of the camera. This is particularly true in the object manip-

ulation case we are interested in, where the interaction of

hands with objects results in strong hand-object and object-

object occlusions. Occlusions have an almost catastrophic

effect to the SIT approach. This is because, due to occlu-

sions, each individual tracker is fed either with missing or

with ambiguous observations of the object it tracks. To han-

dle this problem, state of the art approaches [10,11] suggest

a Joint Tracker (JT) that performs joint optimization over

the parameters that encode the full 3D state of all objects

to be tracked. Thus, occlusions are not treated as a distrac-

tor but rather as a source of information that has an active

1
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role in tracking the state of the scene. The JT approach has

been shown to accurately track scenes of up to 54 DOFs,

involving two strongly interacting hands [11]. However, as

the complexity of the scene objects increases1, optimiza-

tion becomes much harder, and, as demonstrated here, the

resources required to achieve a constant level of tracking

accuracy increase geometrically with the number of the ob-

jects to be tracked.

In this paper, we propose a hypothesize-and-test method

that tracks, accurately and robustly, the 3D state of com-

plex scenes, in which strong interactions result in signifi-

cant occlusions. Model-based tracking constitutes the ba-

sis of the proposed approach, which stands between the ex-

tremes of SIT and JT, trying to combine the best traits from

both worlds. As in SIT, we employ a number of trackers,

one for each object to be tracked. However, these track-

ers are not independent but they rather form an Ensemble

of Collaborative Trackers (ECT). Being collaborative, the

individual trackers solve the problem in a synergistic man-

ner, bringing ECT closer to the spirit of the joint optimiza-

tion performed in JT. Collaboration between trackers has

the form of exchange of intermediate information. More

specifically, each tracker is delegated with the task of track-

ing a single object, while regarding the rest of the objects

as being statically defined. At certain stages of the process-

ing, each tracker broadcasts its intermediate tracking results

to all other trackers which update their current knowledge

of the state of the other tracked objects. This way, ECT

achieves two things simultaneously. Firstly, as in SIT, the

full, joint optimization problem is decomposed in a number

of smaller problems of lower dimensionality. Secondly, as

in JT, occlusions among interacting objects are effectively

taken into account.

Several experiments with a variety of scenes and com-

plexities have been carried out to assess the proposed ECT

approach, quantitatively and qualitatively. In all cases, the

obtained results were compared to those of the SIT and JT

approaches. In a representative experiment (Fig. 1), we

considered two hands as they disassembled a toy consist-

ing of 15 rigid objects. Tracking the articulated motion of

the hands and the 3D pose of all objects corresponded to

a problem of 159 dimensions. It is shown that while both

SIT and JT failed (for different reasons) to track this scene,

the proposed ECT method provided an accurate solution at a

speed that was only 2× slower than SIT and 50× faster than

JT. Similarly, for the rest of the experiments and for every

optimization budget, ECT outperformed both SIT and JT in

tracking accuracy, while it was only slightly more expensive

than SIT and far cheaper than JT in computational time.

1In this context, the complexity of a scene is quantified as the number

of parameters/DOFs that represent its state.

2. Relevant work

Multi-object tracking and occlusion handling are two

strongly connected problems. The respective literature lists

several approaches that tackle both problems simultane-

ously. The overwhelming majority of these works track 2D

regions of interest (ROIs) and, as such, their full review is

out of the scope of this work. Generally speaking, the dom-

inant approach is to treat occlusions as a distractor, i.e. per-

form special occlusion detection and rectification while or

after tracking, as in [2]. Similar in spirit is the approach

proposed in [12]. That work also reviews the state of the

art and the relevant literature in robust occlusion handling

while tracking multiple objects in 2D.

Such methods are, by construction, limited in estimating

2D information, with some exceptions that only go as far

as considering depth qualitatively (e.g. depth layering). In

the current work we focus on methods for the 3D tracking

of multiple interacting objects. i.e. we focus on quantitative

reasoning in all spatial dimensions. In a class of such meth-

ods, bottom-up evidence, provided by strong discriminative

tools, is fused into coherent interpretations through higher-

level generative modelling. Hamer et al. [6] proposed a ro-

bust reconstruction method that performs 3D tracking of a

hand manipulating an object. This method was based on

strong bottom-up evidence that was used to identify occlu-

sion, so that their effect was disregarded during inference.

Then, hand pose hypotheses were constructed by generative

means. Romero et al. [13] exploited their ability to realis-

tically synthesize the outlook of a hand-object interaction

scenario to also track a hand manipulating an object in 3D.

A non-parametric discriminative model was generated from

a large synthetic dataset. This model was used to track hand

pose from image sequences through classification. Infer-

ence over hand poses close in time were regularized so as

to adhere to some smoothness criteria. While both methods

set the basis for robust hand-object tracking, their extension

to other types of interaction or their extension to tracking

more objects is not straightforward.

Other methods go beyond treating occlusions as a dis-

tractor by explicitly accounting for them in interaction mod-

els. These methods are generative in nature and operate on

raw or on slightly preprocessed input. Tracking is treated as

an optimization problem that involves an objective function

that quantifies the discrepancy between hypothesized inter-

pretations of a scene and its actual observations. Oikono-

midis et al. [10] tracked jointly an object and the hand ma-

nipulating it, in 3D. They considered an interaction model

that directly accounted for potential occlusions and the fact

that two different objects cannot occupy the same physical

space. The same line of reasoning has been successfully

applied to the more challenging problem of tracking two

strongly interacting hands [11]. In both [10, 11] black box

optimization was employed. Ballan et al. [3] followed the



same general principle for tracking two hands in interaction

with an object. However, they incorporated stronger pre-

processing of their input that was based on elaborate dis-

criminative modelling and they considered the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm for performing optimization. Interest-

ingly, in all works it is acknowledged that inference over

parts is more successful when all constituents are consid-

ered jointly, through their accounted interactions.

The works in [7, 8, 14] are most relevant to our proposal

in the sense that they provide 3D positions of multiple ob-

jects across time. Kim et al. [7] performed simultaneous

camera and multi-object pose estimation in real time by

exploiting SIFT features. However, the bottom up nature

of the work allows for limited robustness and extensibil-

ity. Salzmann and Urtasun [14] derived a convex formu-

lation over a physical model of interaction of multiple ob-

jects that enabled tracking in weak perspective projection

scenarios. Despite the beneficial optimization traits, it is

not straightforward to extend this approach in contexts that

might not still allow for convex optimization. Kyriazis and

Argyros [8] were able to track multiple entities, a hand and

several objects of known structure, from RGBD sequences

by employing the physics-powered single actor hypothesis.

This hypothesis distinguished entities into being active or

passive, and allowed for virtually arbitrary counts of passive

objects to be tracked without increasing the search space.

However, the same did not hold for active entities, where

the same issue as with [10, 11] applies. In contrast to the

above mentioned state of the art approaches, the proposed

Ensemble of Collaborative Trackers performs multi object

3D tracking that scales very well with the number of active

objects to be tracked.

3. Method

The proposed method estimates the 3D state of mul-

tiple interacting objects through tracking them across the

frames of visual input obtained by an RGBD sensor. Track-

ing is model based, i.e. the appearance and the motion of

the objects to be tracked is captured in a predefined for-

ward model. The parameters of this model are connected

to observations through an objective function that acts as a

compatibility measure between hypothesized model instan-

tiations and actual observations. Inference then amounts to

identifying the most compatible model instantiation. This

is achieved through black box optimization.

In notation, let a scene comprise N entities whose entire

and combined state is given by the parameter vector x ∈ X .

Let also M be a forward model that maps such states into a

feature space F :

f = M (x) , f ∈ F, x ∈ X. (1)

Given that there exists a process P that maps actual obser-

vations o to the same feature space F and a prior term L that

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Tracking two interacting hands. The results of (a)

SIT , (b) JT and (c) ECT, are compared for 50 particles and

50 generations per hand.

describes how unlikely hypotheses are regardless of obser-

vations, we can formulate the following function E

E (x, o, h) = ‖M (x, ~)−P (o, ~)‖+ λL (x, ~) , (2)

that quantifies the discrepancy between actual observations

o and a hypothesized scene state x, given the tracking his-



tory ~, i.e. observations and state estimations for all previ-

ous frames. Then the problem of estimating the state of the

scene for the current frame reduces to finding the minimizer

parameters s of E for given observations o:

s
∆
= argmin

x

E (x, o, ~) . (3)

We exploit temporal continuity in adjacent frames and do

not perform the aforementioned optimization globally and

in the entire search space X . Instead, it is performed locally,

around the vicinity of the solution estimated for the previous

frame. Minimization is performed as in [11], by employing

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). PSO searches for the

optimum by evolving a population (particles) of initial hy-

potheses, over time (generations). As these hypotheses are

evolved they are scored by invoking the objective function

E. The more invocations allowed the better the chance that

PSO will converge to the true optimum of E. However,

computational cost also increases in this direction.

In this work, and with respect to Eq. (2), we incorporate

the data term (left term of Eq. (2)) of [9, 11], as a generic

way to connect observations with hypotheses. That is, we

employ rendering to map hypotheses to depth maps, so that

they become comparable to observations, and we differen-

tiate in order to compute compatibility. We also make use

of the prior term (right term of Eq. (2)) to account for object

collisions, as a point in space cannot be allocated to more

than one objects at a time. To achieve this, we employ a

penalty term that amounts to the total penetration depth for

all pairwise collisions in a hypothesized 3D configuration

of objects [5]. This should be contrasted to [11] that penal-

izes penetration between adjacent fingers of a certain hand,

but does not account for collisions between parts of the two

different hands.

3.1. Tracking with a Joint Tracker (JT)

Unless all entities are considered jointly, the correspond-

ing forward model cannot capture their interaction and,

therefore, cannot predict possible occlusions. The state of

the art approaches [10, 11] tackle the problem of Eq. (2) di-

rectly. The configuration space of all objects combined is

considered as the joint hypothesis space. This allows for

the objective function of Eq. (2) to regard all entities simul-

taneously and to account for their interactions.

Two problems are associated with this approach. First,

computing interactions and features for a large number of

objects at every invocation of the objective function is com-

putationally expensive. Second, as the search space grows,

it becomes increasingly harder to solve the optimization

problem. In fact, we demonstrate experimentally that JT

does not scale well with the number of objects to be tracked

and that JT is incapable of handling the complexity of the

scenes we are interested in.

3.2. Set of Independent Trackers (SIT)

An oversimplification of the problem would be to con-

sider all objects disjointly. In detail, multiple independent

problems are solved, where each one addresses the tracking

of an individual object in isolation. Thus, the hypothesis

space for each tracker is the configuration space of a single

object. This yields a method that is significantly faster than

JT due to the lossy decomposition of the big problem into

multiple smaller ones. In case that there are no occlusions

among the objects to be tracked, the quality of the solution

(i.e. tracking accuracy) is determined by the accuracy of the

solution to each individual problem. However, as interac-

tion between objects and the resulting occlusions increases,

the method is expected to deliver tracking results of progres-

sively lower accuracy. This is because occlusions contami-

nate the observations of each individual object with missing

or ambiguous evidence. Formally, the computed objective

function, due to the lossy decomposition, no longer corre-

sponds to Eq. (2), and therefore the respective minimizer

does not respect joint constraints, such as the required mu-

tual exclusiveness in the allocation of observations. This

has been demonstrated experimentally in [11] where the

JT approach managed to successfully track two hands in

a dataset featuring two hands in strong interaction. Then

an independent single-hand tracker (SIT approach) was em-

ployed to the same dataset. SIT performed accurately when

there was no occlusion between hands. However, as soon as

interaction started, it failed to recover the correct state.

3.3. Ensemble of Collaborative Trackers (ECT)

Our proposal is a middle ground between SIT and JT.

As in SIT, we employ multiple trackers, each of which is

responsible for tracking the state of a single object. How-

ever, the trackers are not independent. On the contrary, each

of them considers the state for the rest of the objects to be

static for the current frame, according to the most updated

view of the other trackers. Reversely, each tracker broad-

casts the estimated state for the associated object as soon

as this becomes available, and this information is regarded

as static by the rest of the trackers during their very next

optimization step. Formally, this still allows for the full

consideration of all possible interactions since the invoca-

tion of Eq. (2) regards the combined state. At the same time

(a) optimization is clearly separated for each object, yield-

ing a clear scalability profile and (b) less computations are

required for the interactions and features, because the most

part regards static information that needs only be computed

once per frame.

The rationale behind this choice is that by braking down

the problem into multiple smaller ones optimization should

be guaranteed, as in SIT, but at the same time, interactions

will also be considered. In contrast to SIT, ECT has no

ambiguity issues. The appropriate parts of observations that



correspond to other trackers are already allocated to them,

through the consideration of the broadcast results, leaving

only the part of observations that correspond to each tracker,

plus some noise that is introduced by the one-frame lag of

these broadcast results. It is shown experimentally that the

level of this noise is well inside the trackers’ tolerance.

3.3.1 Decomposition of computations

In each frame, each tracker of the ensemble needs to esti-

mate the state of the object it is associated with. To do so,

it renders and evaluates object pose hypotheses (dynamic

state) in a context that is formed by what has been estimated

for the rest of the objects, from the rest of the trackers, in the

previous frame (static state). Essentially, dynamic state cor-

responds to the optimization task performed by each tracker

and static state corresponds to a frozen state of the scene as

it has been estimated so far. This distinction is quite impor-

tant because it leads to considerable computational perfor-

mance gains.

For each tracking frame the terms in Eq. (2) that are

related to static state are precomputed. Then, during op-

timization for the same frame, the precomputed terms are

fused with computations for the dynamic state, in order to

properly assemble an invocation to the designed objective

function. Given that dynamic state accounts typically for a

small fraction of the scene (i.e., one out of many objects),

the computational gains are high.

Object rendering regards both static and dynamic state.

At the beginning of each tracking frame, the static state of

every collaborative tracker (i.e. the most up to date view

of the scene according to the rest of the trackers) is ren-

dered once into a depth map and stored. For each hypothe-

sis generated during optimization (dynamic state), the cor-

responding depth map is fused with the stored one through

z-buffering. The final depth map is identical to what the ren-

dering of the entire state would have yielded. Nevertheless,

it is much cheaper computationally during optimization.

Collision checking also regards both static and dynamic

state. The total penetration depth TPD for a collection

of shapes is defined as the sum of all pairwise penetration

depths PD:

TPD(h) =
∑

x,y∈h

PD (x, y) =

=
∑

x,y∈hs

PD (x, y) +
∑

x,y∈hd

PD (x, y) +
∑

x∈hs
y∈hd

PD (x, y),

(4)

where h is a 3D configuration hypothesis that regards mul-

tiple entities, hs is the part of h that regards static state and

hd is the part of h that regards dynamic (per collaborative

tracker) state, such that h = hs ∪ hd and hs ∩ hd = ∅.
The computations that regard hs alone need only be com-

puted once at the beginning of each tracking frame. During

optimization this precomputed term is simply added to the

penetration depth computations for the rest of the pairs.

It should be noted that for both ECT and JT the objective

function is invoked over the entire state of the scene. How-

ever, the same invocation to the same objective function is

computationally cheaper for ECT, because for JT there is no

static/fixed state whose processing could be re-used.

4. Experiments

All experiments were executed on a machine with a

quad-core Intel i7 920 CPU, 6 GBs RAM and a 1581GFlops

Nvidia GTX 580 GPU with 1.5 GBs RAM. For the im-

age acquisition process we employed a Kinect sensor and

the OpenNI framework. Acquisition was performed at a

30fps rate. For collision checking complex/concave ob-

jects were decomposed into convex parts. Convex decom-

position was performed using the method in [5] as imple-

mented in the CGAL library [1]. Collision checking was

performed using the Bullet physics simulator [4]. During

optimization, λ was set to 1 when L amounted to penaliza-

tion of adjacent finger interpenetration (measured in radi-

ans), and 0.001 when L amounted to the total penetration

depth penalty (measured in millimeters). Videos with re-

sults from all experiments are available in the supplemen-

tary material.

4.1. Quantitative analysis

The tracking performance of JT, SIT and ECT was com-

pared in a series of experiments where ground truth was

available. The establishment of ground truth in real-world

acquisition is known to be hard, especially for the case of

hand tracking [9–11]. Therefore, we employed the com-

mon practice of generating synthetic datasets, where ground

truth establishment was guaranteed. The fact that in that

case observations were ideal is irrelevant, as the focus of

this experiment lies in the quantitative comparative evalu-

ation of the three tracking methodologies. Their efficacy

in real-world scenarios pertaining to real noise, is demon-

strated in Sec. 4.2. Efficacy was computed for various con-

figurations of PSO. This configuration amounted to speci-

fying the number of particles and generations. The product

budget = particles × generations yielded the number

of objective function invocations during the corresponding

tracking frames.

Each of the employed datasets involved objects of the

same type. Thus, the budget allocated to each tracker of SIT

and ECT was identical. For experiments to be fair, at any

given point of comparison the three tracking methods were

provided the same budget. If N entities were involved, and

for a selection of p particles and g generations, each tracker

of SIT and ECT was allocated a budget of p × g objec-

tive function invocations. Thus, for these two variants each

tracking frame amounted to N × p × g objective function



Figure 3: Frames of the two-hands tracking synthetic

dataset used here and in [11] for quantitative analysis.

invocations. JT was allocated the same budget, by main-

taining the generation count at g and by setting the particles

count to N × p.

Quantitative experiments were conducted across a 2D

grid of budgets, that was generated by varying particle and

generation counts. At every point of that grid several track-

ing experiments were conducted to balance effects stem-

ming from the stochastic nature of PSO.

For each experiment we computed an accuracy measure

E, that amounted to the average 3D registration error, in

millimeters, between the true configurations of the entities

and the tracked configurations, for all frames and entities.

Registration error of rigid entities amounted to the mean

value of the registration error of each point of the corre-

sponding 3D model. For the articulated entities the mean

registration error across all joints was considered, as in [11].

4.1.1 Tracking two hands

The problem of tracking two interacting hands in 3D

amounts to solving a 54-D (27 dimensions per hand) prob-

lem, for every tracking frame. This problem has already

been tackled in [11] which in this context can be viewed as

the JT method. This is compared against SIT and ECT on

the synthetic dataset that was used in the quantitative anal-

ysis of [11] (Fig. 3). This dataset consisted of 300 frames

showing two hands engaged in increasingly strong interac-

tion. Thus, it was more probable that tracking accuracy de-

teriorated at later frames, as inaccuracies accumulate and

drift increased. During optimization, we used the finger in-

terpenetration penalty as a prior.

A budget grid was considered, where particle counts var-

ied in the range (0, 100] and generation counts varied in

the range (0, 50]. The corresponding results are shown in

Fig. 4. It can be verified that ECT always outperformed both

SIT and JT. Another striking result is that, on average, SIT

was not much worse than the rest of the methods. The de-

tails in Fig. 4(c) yield an explanation. The accuracy for the

JT method gradually degraded as the interaction complex-

ity increased, due to accumulated drift. SIT and ECT had

very similar behaviours, being more accurate on average

than the JT method, until the two hands interacted (frame

100). After this point, the accuracy for the SIT deteriorated

quickly, since it did not account for the intense interaction.

(a) radius of 120mm (b) radius of 250mm

Figure 5: Frames from the rotating bottles synthetic dataset.

The ECT method was unaffected by the increase in interac-

tion complexity. We attribute the superiority of ECT against

JT to (a) the explicit isomerization of optimization budget

and (b) the fact that a difficult problem was broken down to

two easier ones.

4.1.2 Multi-object tracking

The problem of tracking two interacting hands included the

following challenges: (a) the problem dimensionality was

high and (b) the articulated nature of the entities yielded

a difficult problem to solve, due to interaction intensity.

While (a) remains a constant pursuit, since we are target-

ing large problems, more insight can be provided by modu-

lating (b). We therefore preserved the dimensionality of the

problem and instead of considering two complex entities we

regarded a larger number of simpler entities.

We animated 8 instances of a spraying bottle model as if

they stood equidistantly on a rotating turntable (Fig. 5). By

modulating the radius of the turntable, occlusions became

lighter (larger radii) or heavier (smaller radii), i.e. occlu-

sions occurred over smaller or bigger areas and included

less or more objects simultaneously. The motion of the

bottles was rigid, therefore for each bottle, during tracking,

the pose was sought, which amounted to 7 parameters (3D

position and quaternion-based orientation). Thus, the total

problem dimensionality was 8 × 7 = 56. As objects were

by construction penetrating each other we employed neither

the total penetration depth penalty nor any other.

For this problem we considered a budget with particles

varying in the range (0, 60] and generations varying in the

range (0, 50]. The results are shown in Fig. 6. As it can be

verified, in all cases ECT yielded the most accurate perfor-

mance. What is striking is that JT was always the least ac-

curate. The accuracy of SIT varied between the accuracies

of the two other methods, and degraded, as expected, as oc-

clusions became more severe, i.e. in lower radii (Fig. 6(a)).

For the case of the largest radius the performance of SIT and

ECT was identical (Fig. 6(c)), which demonstrates a single

tracker’s adequate tolerance against contaminated observa-

tions. The order in tracking throughput was preserved, how-

ever, the differences were exaggerated due to the increase

of the number of objects, rendering JT 25× to 47× slower,

than ECT (Fig. 6(d)).



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Quantitative results for the two hands tracking regarding (a) accuracy, (b) tracking throughput and (c) average

tracking performance across time.

(a) radius of 120mm (b) radius of 150mm (c) radius of 250mm (d)

Figure 6: Quantitative results for the rotating bottles dataset. (a)-(c) tracking error and (d) tracking throughput.

4.2. Qualitative analysis

To complete the comparison of the three tracking meth-

ods we present tracking results that regard real sequences.

4.2.1 Tracking two hands

The dataset that was used in the qualitative assessment

of [11] was also used here, to compare the proposed ECT

tracking methodology to that of JT and SIT. As in [11], we

used skin color detection to identify the foreground. We

used the total penetration depth penalty as a prior. The re-

sults are shown in Fig. 2. It is evident that SIT could not

cope with the complexity of the problem (Fig. 2(a)). The

performances of ECT (Fig. 2(c)) and JT (Fig. 2(b)) were

comparable on average, with ECT yielding better results,

overall. Besides the slightly better results, ECT was also up

to 3× faster than JT for larger budgets.

4.2.2 Disassembly tracking

We recorded a sequence of two hands disassembling a toy

made of 15 parts, i.e. 1 base, 6 columns and 8 cubes (Fig. 1).

Each hand corresponded to 27 parameters and each rigid

part to 7, so the entire search space had 159 dimensions.

Because it was an assembly toy, parts fit in tightly, creating

multiple and severe occlusions. Also, due to the similarity

of the parts, one part could be mistaken for another.

We employed SIT, JT and ECT to track this scene. The

dataset consisted of more than 2900 frames. We identified

the foreground by keeping only points non belonging to the

surface of the table. We complemented with skin color de-

tection to enhance poor foreground detection on the hands.

We allocated a budget of 30 particles and 30 generations

to each rigid part. For each of the hands we considered a

budget of 50 particles and 50 generations.

SIT failed to track this complex scene, right from the

start, as it did not account for interactions, which were dom-

inant. JT failed too, as the budget was inadequate for ex-

ploring viable solutions in such a large space, despite the

fact that most of the entities remained stationary for pro-

longed periods of time. In fact, during tracking, JT was un-

able to depart from the initialization hypothesis, which was

maintained even across frames where data were clearly not

supporting it. The results obtained from ECT are shown in

Fig. 7. As it can be verified, ECT was successful in track-

ing the scene. Some tracking issues did occur, at moments

where the poses of the hands generated ambiguous observa-

tions in the depth map. This, however, is an inherent prob-

lem to the approach of [9,11] and does not relate to collabo-

rative tracking (issues occurred when hands were fully visi-

ble). As far as execution times are concerned, SIT required

0.95s per frame (1.05fps), ECT required 2.06s per frame

(0.48fps, 2× slower than SIT) and JT required 106.7s per

frame (less than 0.01fps, 50× slower than ECT). ECT



Figure 7: Representative results obtained from the proposed ECT approach on the toy disassembly dataset.

is slightly more expensive in computational terms and for

the exact same budget than SIT because of implications of

considering the entire scene state jointly at each individual

tracker. ECT is far more inexpensive than JT, for the same

budget, because of the careful decomposition and reuse of

computations (Sec. 3.3.1).

5. Summary

In this work we proposed a novel approach to the prob-

lem of tracking multiple active and interacting objects, in

3D, from RGBD input. Our proposal was to consider an En-

semble of Collaborative Trackers that run in parallel. Each

of them tracks a single object, broadcasts its results to all

others and exploits the results that are broadcast from the

other trackers. The proposed ECT approach was compared

against the weak and computationally inexpensive (in rela-

tive terms) baseline method involving a Set of Independent

Trackers (SIT) and the state of the art Joint Tracker (JT).

Comparatively, the proposed method is almost as fast as SIT

but far more accurate and faster than JT. Differences in ac-

curacy and computational performance are exaggerated in

favour of ECT as the number of objects increases. Thus,

ECT constitutes a practical and accurate tracking method

for object counts and scene complexities that are far greater

than what has been considered in the respective literature.

A current limitation of ECT is that each of the collab-

orative trackers has information regarding the state of the

rest of the objects that is lagging one frame. Thus, the more

the current state is matched by the lagging state, the more

accurate the obtained results are. When this temporal conti-

nuity assumption is considerably violated, ECT is expected

to fail. A possible remedy that constitutes a future research

direction is to consider carefully generated predictions of

the lagging state rather than just adopting the last known

solution.
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We present a novel method for on-line, joint object tracking and segmentation in a monocular video

captured by a possibly moving camera. Our goal is to integrate tracking and fine segmentation of a single,

previously unseen, potentially non-rigid object of unconstrained appearance, given its segmentation in

the first frame of an image sequence as the only prior information. To this end, we tightly couple an

existing kernel-based object tracking method with Random Walker-based image segmentation. Bayesian

inference mediates between tracking and segmentation, enabling effective data fusion of pixel-wise

spatial and color visual cues. The fine segmentation of an object at a certain frame provides tracking

with reliable initialization for the next frame, closing the loop between the two building blocks of the

proposed framework. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is evaluated experimentally by com-

paring it to a large collection of state of the art tracking and video-based object segmentation methods on

the basis of a data set consisting of several challenging image sequences for which ground truth data is

available.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Visual object tracking and segmentation constitute two fundamen-

tal, challenging computer vision problems. Methodologies that aspire

to solve these problems, provide the foundations for addressing a

number of other interesting problems and applications such as object

recognition, 3D tracking, 3D reconstruction, augmented reality, HCI,

etc. Object-based tracking and segmentation are highly interrelated

problems. An accurate solution to the segmentation problem provides

reliable observations to tracking. At the same time, tracking provides

input that can guide segmentation, enhancing its performance. Thus, a

method that integrates tracking and segmentation is intuitively appeal-

ing. Such a method could benefit from the tight coupling of these prob-

lems, address their individual challenges and provide reliable and

robust solutions to both.

Our approach constitutes an online methodology for integrated

tracking and fine segmentation of a previously unseen object inmonoc-

ular videos captured by a possiblymoving camera.No strong constraints

are imposed on the appearance and the texture of the target object or

the rigidity of its shape. The above may vary dynamically over time

under challenging illumination conditions and background appearance.

Themain goal of ourwork is to preclude tracking failures by enhanc-

ing its target localization performance through fine object segmentation

that is appropriately integrated with tracking in a closed-loop algorith-

mic scheme. A kernel-based tracking algorithm [60], a natural extension

of the popular mean-shift tracker [15,14], is efficiently combined with

RandomWalker-based image segmentation [25,26] in a closed loop al-

gorithmic scheme. Explicit segmentation of the target region of interest

in an image sequence enables effective and reliable tracking and re-

duces drifting by exploiting static image cues and temporal coherence.

Two algorithms are presented, both based on the proposed integrat-

ed tracking andfine object segmentation framework. A preliminary ver-

sion of the first one, noted as TFOS, has already been reported in [36]. In

the current paper the description of TFOS is more detailed. Additionally,

we present several novel enhancements of TFOS that give rise to a new

variant noted as TFOS+ that is comparatively evaluated with TFOS and

other tracking and segmentation methods.

Further than that, we perform (a) an extensive quantitative and

qualitative assessment of their performance and a discussion of the ad-

ditional benefits of them over existingmethods, (b) a study on how the

defined parameters affect their performance, (c) a comparison with a

variety of existing, state of the art tracking and video segmentation

methods and (d) an analysis of the proposedmethodology and compar-

isonwith the two concepts regarding the usage of a different segmenta-

tion process other than RandomWalks-based method and the usage of

no segmentation part in order to assess the additional benefits it intro-

duces and was previously unobtainable by other methods. Experimen-

tal results demonstrate that TFOS+ outperforms TFOS. Additionally,

both variants outperform most of the existing compared algorithms in
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most of the employed test sequences, both in not loosing track of the

target but also in accurately segmenting it from the scene background.

In summary, the study of both TFOS and TFOS+ reveals that the key

benefits of the proposed framework are (i) the enhanced object tracking

and segmentation performance under challenging shape/color variations,

(ii) the capability to track an object from a moving camera (iii) the auto-

matic building and continuous refinement of both the object and the

background appearancemodels based on RandomWalks and its effective

coupling with robust tracking, (iv) the adaptability of the defined param-

eters and algorithms based on partial tracking and segmentation perfor-

mance, (v) its ability to recover from partial failures of segmentation

and drifts of tracking based on the closed-loop interplay between them

and (vi) the modular workflow of the proposed framework that also

eases its extendability by incorporating additional image cues and devel-

oping additional mechanisms to track multiple objects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an

overview of relevant research efforts. TFOS and TFOS+ are presented

in Section 3. An extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed

methodology has been carried out. The goal was to evaluate TFOS and

TFOS+ quantitatively and qualitatively and to compare their perfor-

mance to state of the art tracking and video-based object segmentation

methods. A large collection of image sequences has been compiled,

representing challenging tracking scenarios involving non-rigid and de-

formable objects, strong illumination changes, moving cameras and

background clutter. The qualitative and quantitative experimental re-

sults are reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main

conclusions of this work and suggests directions for future research.

2. Related work

Object tracking and segmentation in still images and videos have

been the theme of extensive research in the last couple of decades. A

complete review of the related literature, if possible, is a task beyond

the scope of this paper. In this section we review recent research on

the subject, with emphasis on methods that are related to the proposed

ones.

Despite the important research efforts devoted to the problem, the

development of algorithms for simultaneous tracking and segmentation

of objects in unconstrained videos with no prior knowledge of their ap-

pearance is an open research problem. Moving cameras, appearance

and shape variability of the tracked objects, varying illumination condi-

tions and cluttered backgrounds constitute some of the challenges that

a robust algorithm needs to cope with. In a comprehensive review,

Yilmaz et al. [56] identify state-of-the art tracking methods, cluster

them in classes regarding point tracking, silhouette tracking and kernel

and patch-based tracking methods and thoroughly analyze weaknesses

and powerful aspects of them. We adopt its categorization to support

the analysis of the following methodologies that are related to the pro-

posed system.

Point-trackingmethods [30,8] combine tracking and fine object seg-

mentation usingmultiple image cues. Some of themutilize energymin-

imization techniques, such as Graph-Cuts or Belief Propagation on a

Markov Random Field (MRF) [59] or Conditional Random Field (CRFs)

[58,41] to perform fine segmentation of the target object. An alternative

approach is proposed in [12]where temporally consistent segmentation

of a moving object is performed by clustering long point trajectories

extracted from dense optical flow.

Silhouette-based tracking methods usually evolve an initial contour

to its new position in the current frame. This is performed by utilizing a

state spacemodel [28] defined in terms of the shape andmotion param-

eters [37] of the contour that encloses the tracked object or by the min-

imization of an energy function defined over the object's contour

[57,9,46]. In [39,50], object tracking is interpreted as a video-based ob-

ject segmentation task. Segmentation is performed by a variational ap-

proach based on a continuous energy formulation using anisotropic

weighted Total Variation (TV) regularization [35]. A recent method,

BHT, for tracking non-rigid objects is presented in [22], providing a

framework for interacting tracking and segmentation. The method ex-

tends the idea of Hough Forests and couples the generalized Hough

transform for object detection with the GrabCut [43] interactive seg-

mentation method. Thus, the method enables simultaneous object

tracking and rough segmentation in each video frame, reducing the

amount of the noisy training samples used for online learning.

Patch-based methods [19,20] are employed to deal with non-rigid,

articulated objects and their shape variations. Another recently proposed

approach, SPT [54] formulates a discriminative appearance model based

on mid-level structural information encoded in the superpixels [40].

Tracking based on this representation tolerates occlusions and makes

possible the recovery from drifts. Tracking-by-detection is increasingly

popular over the last years. Many methods exploit online learning tech-

niques to perform robust andunconstrained patch-based object tracking.

The IVT tracker [42] learns incrementally a low-dimensional subspace

representation of the target object. Incremental principal component

analysis is utilized to update the target's models during the tracking pro-

cess, adapting online to large pose, scale and illumination variations. The

method presented in [3], considers weak classifiers that are combined

into a strong classifier using AdaBoost to tackle object tracking as a bina-

ry classification problem at the pixel level. The ensemble of weak classi-

fiers is trained online to distinguish between the object and the current

background, enabling online learning of object's appearance. The exact

object location is determinedby a subsequentmean-shift tracking proce-

dure. In a similar spirit, an on-line AdaBoost feature selection algorithm

for tracking is proposed in [23], enabling the on-line adaptation of the

classifier while tracking. The algorithm selects the most discriminating

features depending on the appearance of the background. Moreover, a

semi-supervised online boosting algorithm was introduced in [24] to

avoid drifting by performing supervised updates only at the first frame.

An alternative formulation of object tracking was recently proposed

in [4] using online multiple instance learning. The main idea is to select

examples of object and non-object patches on or near the current target

object position. In [29], an adaptive Lukas–Kanade tracker is combined

with a proposed P-N learning procedure to build an incremental binary

classifier. A robust object detector is established (TLD) able to avoid

drifting and to re-initialize tracking in case of a tracking failure. The

PROST method [45] exploits the concept of online random forests [44],

employing an on-line learning method with complementary tracking

approaches. These refer to a simple template model as a non-adaptive

stable component, a novel optical-flow-based mean-shift tracker and

an on-line random forest appearance-based learner, combined in a

cascade.

The method presented in [32] obtains samples from both the states

of the target and the trackers themselves using Markov Chain Monte

Carlo sampling. A four-dimensional tracker sampling space is defined,

consisting of appearance models, motion models, state representation

types, and observation types. Therefore, the sampled trackers perform

efficiently under challenging appearance variations and environmental

conditions.

Overall, methods based on online learning achieve fairly robust

tracking of previously unknown objects. However, most approaches

are limited to a bounding-box representation of the tracked object's

shape, that is often offixed aspect ratio and orientation. This coarse fore-

ground representation also includes background information, increas-

ing the amount of noise that is introduced during the online learning

and tracker update processes. As a result, they fail to handle challenging

tracking scenarios involving non-rigid objects.

While point and patch-based methodologies perform efficiently and

cover a broad range of appearance variations of the target object, their

weaknesses are mostly originated by inaccurate separation of object and

background pixels that further introduce erroneous information to the

tracking routine and benefit drifts towards the target object. To circum-

vent these problems, silhouette-based methods rely on accurate object-

background segmentation that further provides reliable observations to
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tracking. The closed-loop coupling of tracking and fine object segmenta-

tion is also a key-point in our proposed methodology.

Various efficient methodologies for object segmentation/matting in

images and videos tackle this problem explicitly and provide notable in-

sights regarding the usage of visual cues and the extraction of features

as well as techniques that can be adapted and incorporated into novel

tracking methods. As such, RandomWalker-based image segmentation

is a method introduced for user interaction-based segmentation on still

images [26,48] and is adapted and utilized in our proposed methodolo-

gy for online simultaneous tracking and segmentation of an object. We

extend our analysis of related work to a short list of methodologies that

perform fine object segmentation or matting in still images or videos

based on semi-automated or automated algorithmic schemes [53].

One of the first such methods was introduced in [13] building upon

techniques in natural image matting, optical flow computation and

background estimation. User interaction is exploited to compute

keyframe segmentations corresponding to “foreground”, “background”

and “unknown”masks, defining a “trimap”. The trimaps are interpolat-

ed across the video volume using forward and backward optical flow to

compute high-quality alpha matte and foreground from a video se-

quence. Other proposed methods include the extension of image mat-

ting and 2D graph cut segmentation directly to 3D video volumes

[5,2,11,52]. Thus, a combination of global and local color models with

gradient and coherent image cues is formulated, treating video segmen-

tation as a global optimization problem [33,38].

An alternative work interpolates partial boundary splines using

rotoscopic techniques [1], whereas a highly efficient semi-automated

segmentation method, introduced in [55], is based on minimization of

the geodesic active contour energy incorporating a shape prior. The lat-

ter can also perform real-time visual object tracking. Two more promi-

nent methods use adaptive local classifiers for segmenting dynamic

video objects. They use a set of overlapping local classifiers, each inte-

grating adaptively multiple local image features such as shape and

local color and motion, which are propagated across frames by

exploiting SIFT features [6,7]. The proposed interactive video segmenta-

tion method, called Video SnapCut (VSC) has been incorporated in the

Adobe After Effects CS5, as a major new feature, the Roto Brush effect

tool [49].

3. Proposed framework

The proposed framework for joint Tracking and FineObject Segmen-

tation (TFOS) is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. To further ease under-

standing, Fig. 10 provides intermediate sample results of the main

algorithmic steps.

It is assumed that at a certain time t, an image frame It becomes

available, while a binary object maskMt − 1 is provided as the segmen-

tation of the target foreground object from the scene background (see

Fig. 10) at the previous time step t − 1. In general, Mt has a value of

LO at object points of It and a value of LB at background points of It. For

time t = 1,M0 should be provided by the user. The goal of the proposed

method is to produceMt, for each frame It.

Towards this end, prior spatial information is computed for the ob-

ject represented by the 2D spatial mean and covariance matrix of the

EMShift

Color-Based

Object Tracking

Segmented

Object Mask

Mt

Computation of Region-specific

Shape & Color

Prior Image Cues

Probabilistic Fusion

of Prior Image Cues

Using Bayesian Inference

Random Walker-

based

Object Segmentation

Object Tracking Object Segmentation

Segmented

Object Mask

Mt-1

Affine Propagation

of Prior Object Shape

Mt-1

Brightness/

Texture Image Cue

Shape Band

Update Object

Appearance

Models

for

Tracking

Update

Region-specific

Color Models

for Segmentation

t = t+1

Image Frame

It

Fig. 1. Outline of the proposed joint object segmentation and tracking framework.

Fig. 2. Object tracking and affine propagation of its prior shape. (a) The prior object contour Ct − 1 and shape parameters (μt − 1, Σt − 1) (red color) superimposed on It. (b) Updated pa-

rameters (μ ′
t , Σ

′
t) (blue color) computed by the EMT [60] algorithm. (c) Affine propagation of Ct − 1 to C′

t (blue color, Eq. (3)).
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image points belonging to the foreground object inMt − 1. This informa-

tion can be interpreted as an ellipsoidal region coarsely representing the

object's position, scale, orientation and shape in It − 1. Additionally,

prior color information is computed based on an adaptive appearance

model of the object, that is, a color histogram of the known, segmented

foreground object region in It − 1. This is computed using a Gaussian

kernel function over that image subregion. The computed prior spatial

and appearance models are exploited to initialize an iterative, kernel-

based tracking algorithm [60] based on the Expectation Maximization

method [17]. The iterative tracking thus performed, results in a predic-

tion of the 2D spatial position and covariance of the tracked object in

frame It.

The 2D affine transformation of the ellipsoid between times t − 1

and t, is applied to the foreground object mask Mt − 1 to yield a propa-

gated object maskM′
t . The Hausdorff distance between the object con-

tour point sets ofMt − 1 andM′
t is then computed and a shape band (or

trimap) Bt around theM′
t contour point set is determined, as in [57,58].

The width of Bt is equal to the computed Hausdorff distance of the two

contour point sets, determining a search area where the actual contour

of the tracked object may be localized in It.

Subsequently, M′
t is distance transformed, resulting in pixel-wise

spatial likelihoods on the predicted position and shape of the object in

It. Moreover, pixel-wise color likelihoods are computed based on the ap-

pearancemodel of the tracked object (image pixels underM′
t). Bayesian

inference is applied to fuse the computed prior spatial and color image

cues, estimating the PDFs of the object and the background regions.

Given these PDFs, a Random Walker-based segmentation algorithm is

finally employed to obtain an accurate segmented image Mt for It.

In the following sections, the above steps comprising TFOS are

presented in more detail. Moreover, extensions and improvements to

this basic framework resulting in the TFOS+ variant are also identified.

3.1. Object tracking

3.1.1. Color-based object tracking

Weemploy the kernel-based trackingmethod [60] (denoted as EMT)

that is closely related to themean-shift tracking (MST) algorithm[15,14].

EMT represents the object's 2D position, scale, orientation and shape by a

2D ellipsoid region after its center ofmass μ andcovariancematrixΣ. The

appearancemodel of the tracked object is a color histogramHt − 1 of the

image points corresponding to the 2D ellipsoid region (μ,Σ), and is com-

puted using a Gaussian weighting kernel function. The histogram Ht − 1

canbe computed givenMt − 1 and It − 1 aswell as parameters (μt − 1 and

Σt − 1). For each new image It, this prior information is utilized to initial-

ize an iterative tracking process that evolves the ellipsoid region deter-

mining the image area in It that best matches the appearance model

Ht − 1 of the tracked object in terms of a Bhattacharrya coefficient-

based color similarity measure. This computes the parameters

μ ′
t ;Σ

′
t

� �

, yielding a prediction on object's position and covariance in It.

a) It−2

d) It−2

b) It−1

e) It−1

c) It

f) It

Fig. 3. Illustration of the fixed width shape band (a)–(c) and the varying width shape band (d)–(f). Due to the articulated 3D motion of the arm, the area around thumb is expected to

exhibit larger displacement than the lower part of the palm. In (a)–(c) the shape band is of equal width in each image. In (d)–(f) the shape band is adaptively defined.

Fig. 4. Shape band and spatial prior image cues. (a) The outer and inner outlines of Bt. (b), (c) The probability maps P(LO xi) and P(LB xi), respectively (blue color indicates probability near

zero, red color indicates probability towards 1).
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3.1.2. Affine propagation of object shape

The employed object tracking algorithm represents coarsely the

scale and the shape of the target object with a 2D ellipsoid. Since the

shape of an object is not precisely described by an ellipse, the computed

appearance model is forced to incorporate color information of back-

ground pixels, causing tracking to drift. One of the primary goals of

this work is to prevent tracking drifts by integrating tracking with fine

object segmentation. Therefore, only pixels actually belonging to the ob-

ject should contribute to the appearancemodel used for object tracking.

Towards this end, a first step is to propagate the prior spatial infor-

mation regarding the object's shape and position to the new frame.

The object contour Ct − 1 inMt − 1 is propagated to the current frame

It, exploiting a transformation that is suggested by the computed param-

eters μt − 1, μ ′
t , Σt − 1 and Σ

′
t . An affine transformation is defined be-

tween these two 2D spatial distributions. More specifically, a linear

2 × 2 affine transformation matrix At is computed based on the square

root (Σ1/2) of Σt − 1 and Σ
′
t . A 2 × 2 covariance matrix Σ is a square,

symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix, therefore its square root

can be calculated by diagonalization as:

Σ
1=2

¼ QΛ
1=2

Q
−1

; ð1Þ

whereQ is a square 2 × 2matrixwhose ith column is the eigenvector qi of

Σ and Λ1/2 is a diagonal matrix, the diagonal elements of which represent

the square values of the corresponding eigenvalues. The inverse of the Q

matrix is equal to the transpose matrix QT, therefore Σ1/2 = QΛ1/2QT. Ac-

cordingly, we compute the transformation matrix At as:

At ¼ Q tΛ
1=2
t Λ

−1=2
t−1 Q

T
t−1: ð2Þ

Finally, C′
t is derived from Ct based on the following transformation

C
′

t ¼ At Ct−1−μ t−1ð Þ þ μ
′

t : ð3Þ

The propagated contourC′
t is then used to define the propagated ob-

ject maskM′
t that serves as a prediction for the position, scale, orienta-

tion and shape of the tracked object in It (Fig. 2).

3.2. Object segmentation

3.2.1. Shape band

C′
t represents a prediction of the position, scale, orientation and

shape of the object in It, approximating its unknown, actual contour Ct.

This is based on the assumption that the object's appearance and

shape do not undergo large variations between consecutive frames. To

estimate Ct given C′
t , we utilize the concept of object shape band

employed in [57,58]. The shape band is an image subregion defined

around C′
t, based on the “trimap” used for object segmentation matting

[43]. The object shape band Bt is considered as an area in which Ct is to

be found. We consider two variants of the shape band. In the first one,

employed in the TFOS algorithm, the shape band has a fixed width. In

the second, employed in the TFOS+ algorithm, a shape band of varying

width is defined.

3.2.1.1. Fixed width shape band. The width w of the shape band Bt is set

equal to the 2D Hausdorff distance H between the contour point sets

Ct − 1 and C′
t (see Section 3.1.2). In notation,

w ¼ H C
′

t ;Ct−1

� �

: ð4Þ

The calculated width w is not allowed to exceed a maximum value

max and to be less than that aminimumvalue minboth ofwhich are frac-

tions of the distance (in pixels) of the object's center of mass from the

furthest contour point in C′
t . An example of Bt thus defined is shown

in Fig. 3(a).

3.2.1.2. Varying width shape band. The fixed width shape band is rather

conservative. Experiments have shown that this results in a large area

within which the actual object contour can be localized. An alternative

shape band definition considers individual width values at each point

of C′
t (see Section 3). More specifically, the width at each point is calcu-

lated as a function of its individual displacement between Ct − 1 and C′
t.

Thus, the shape band has smaller width around contour points that

move slower compared to those that exhibit larger displacements.

To do this, we first introduce the measure λμ,t which is defined as

λμ;t ¼
1

S
μ t−1−μ

′

t−1

�

�

�

�

�

�

2
: ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), S is a scale factor which guarantees that 0 b λμ,t ≤ 1. Es-

sentially, λμ,t is the normalized Euclidean distance of the 2D position of

the object as it has beenpredicted based on tracking and thefinal 2Dpo-

sition of the object as it has been computed after segmentation, both at

the previous time step. As such, λμ,t quantifies the discrepancy between

the tracking solution and the segmentation solution. Thus, the smaller

λμ,t is, the larger our confidence on the tracking result.

Having defined λμ,t, we compute an intermediate object contour C′
t

as in Eq. (3) and we derive a shape band of varying width around C′
t .

Fig. 5. Probabilistic fusion of prior image cues. (a) Input image It, (b) P(LO c), (c) P(LO x), (d) P(LO x, c) (based on Eq. (8)).

Fig. 6. Adaptive attenuation of prior color information. (a) Input image. The object shape band is indicated in blur. (b) The wrong segmentation result provided by TFOS. (c) Points within

the shape band for which λ = 0.5 are shown in green color. (d) The improved segmentation result provided by TFOS+.
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More specifically, the widthw(p) at a contour point p of C′
t is set equal

to the Euclidean distance of p to its corresponding point Ct − 1 (p) in

Ct − 1, weighted by λμ,t:

w pð Þ ¼ λμ;t p−Ct−1 pð Þk k2: ð6Þ

As in the case of w in Eq. (4),w(p) is not allowed to exceed max and

to be less than min. Examples of fixed and adaptively varying width

shape bands are illustrated in Fig. 3.

3.2.2. Spatial image cues

We want to compute the probability P(LO|x), that is the probability

that an image point belongs to the object, given its 2D image location

x. To do so, we compute a 2D Distance Transform. Firstly, the inner

and outer contours of the shape band Bt are extracted (see Fig. 4(a)).

The Distance Transform is computed starting from the outer contour

of Bt towards the inner part of the object. The probability P(LO|x) for

each point x is set proportional to the normalized distance from the

outer contour of Bt. For pixels that lie outside the outer contour of Bt,

we set P(LO|x) = �, where � is a small constant. Similarly, we compute

a second 2D Distance Transform based on the inner contour of Bt to-

wards the exterior part of the object. The probability P(LB|x) of each

point x is set proportional to its normalized distance from the inner con-

tour of the shape band. For points that lie inside the inner contour of Bt,

P(LB|x) is set to . Examples of both probability maps are illustrated in

Fig. 4(b), (c).

3.2.3. Color image cues

The appearance model of the tracked object is represented by the

color histogram HO computed over the image points in It − 1 with

label LO in the segmentationmapMt − 1. Each normalized value of a his-

togram bin c encodes the conditional probability P(c|LO). Similarly, the

appearance model of the background is represented by the color histo-

gram HB, computed over image points in It − 1 labeled as LB in Mt − 1,

encoding the conditional probability P(c|LB). The TFOS variant repre-

sents color-based priors by employing the aforementioned approach.

In TFOS+,we consider themore elaborate approach of adaptive attenu-

ation for the prior color cue, as described in Section 3.2.4.

3.2.4. Probabilistic fusion of prior image cues

Object segmentation can be considered as a pixel-wise binary classi-

fication problem. Our goal is to generate the posterior probability distri-

bution for each of the labels LO and LB based on the computed prior

image cues. This information further guides the Random Walker-

based image segmentation. Using Bayesian inference, we combine the

available prior color and spatial image cues, computed as described in

Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Considering the pixel color c as evidence and

conditioning on image point location x in It, the posterior probability

distribution for label Ll is given by:

PðLl c; xj Þ ¼
Pðc Ll; xj ÞPðLl xj Þ

X

l∈ LO ;LBf g
P c Ll; xj ÞP Ll xj Þ:ðð

ð7Þ

The conditional probability P(c|Ll,x) encodes the probability of an

image point having color value c given its label Ll and its location x. As-

suming the independence of position x, and color c, the probability of

color c is only conditioned on the prior knowledge of its class Ll. Thus,

P(c|Ll,x) = P(c Ll). Given this, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

PðLl c; xj Þ ¼
Pðc Llj ÞPðLl xj Þ

X

l∈ LO ;LBf g
P c Llj ÞP Ll xj Þ:ðð

ð8Þ

The conditional color probability P(c|Ll) for the class Ll is computed

based on the region-based color histogram Hl, whereas the conditional

spatial probability P(Ll|x) is computed based on the Distance-

Transform measure calculation, as described in Section 3.2.2.

An illustration of the probabilistic fusion of prior image cues is

shown in Fig. 5. The example shows a hand that needs to be tracked

in a cluttered background containing other skin-colored objects. There-

fore, non-separable colors are present in both the foreground and the

background (Fig. 5(b)). The pixel-wise spatial likelihood around the

predicted hand area (Fig. 5(c)), is strong enough to resolve the ambigu-

ity that arises in the presence of non-separable colors (see Fig. 5(d)).

3.2.4.1. Adaptive attenuation of prior color cue. The representation of color

priors in TFOS (Section 3.2.3) leads to reduced segmentation perfor-

mance when the color distributions of the tracked foreground object

and the background have a considerable overlap. In such cases, spatial

information provided by shapepropagationmight not suffice to prevent

from tracking drifts. An example segmentation failure is shown in

Fig. 6(a)–(b),where the object of interest, a clownfish, is to be segment-

edwithin a cluttered background containing similar colors. A solution to

this problem is to attenuate the significance of color likelihoods, based

on a measure of similarity of the object and background prior color dis-

tributions. This mechanism is incorporated in TFOS+.More specifically,

Fig. 7. The attenuation function utilized in Section 3.2.4 (σ = 0.3, α = 1, δ = 0.5).

Fig. 8. (a) The probabilitymap based on pixel-wise P(LO c, x). (b) The pixel-wise Gaussianweights based on image brightness (see Eq. (11)) for β = 25. (c) The soft segmentation result of

the RandomWalker-based algorithm. (d)The outline of the segmented foreground object.
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given the normalized prior color likelihoods P(c|Ll), we compute the re-

sidual r(c) = P(c|LO) − P(c|LB) that is utilized to compute a color confi-

dence factor λ(c) as:

λ r cð Þð Þ ¼ 1−ae
− r cð Þj j

2=σ2

; r cð Þj j≥σ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ln
a

1−δ

� �

r

δ; otherwise :

8

<

:

ð9Þ

We set δ = 0.5, whereas α ∈ [1, 5] and α ∈ [0.1, 1]. A plot of func-

tion λ(r(c)) is illustrated in Fig. 7.

An attenuated prior color likelihood value, Pλ(c|Ll), is computed as

Pλ cjLlð Þ ¼
λ r cð ÞÞP cð jLlð Þ; if λ r cð Þð ÞN0:5
λ r cð ÞÞP cð jLlð Þ þ 1−λ r cð Þð Þð ÞP cjLl′

� �

; if λ r cð Þð Þ ¼ 0:5:

�

ð10Þ

In Eq. (10), c is the colors of image points in the shape band Bt,

l ∈ {LO, LB}, and l′ = LB if l = LO else l′ = LO. Higher r(c) values result

in higher color confidence λc. Therefore, a color value c that appears fre-
quently in both the background and the tracked object will be assigned

aminimum confidence value λc = 0.5. In this case, the attenuated prior

color likelihoods Pλ(c|LO) and Pλ(c|LB) are set equal to each other.

The adaptive attenuation of the color cue prior enables the prior

shape cue to prevail in the probabilistic integration of the cues repre-

sented by the joint likelihoods P(Ll|c, x) (see Eq. (8)). Fig. 6(c) provides

an example of the effectiveness of this mechanism. Image points in

green color within the shape band have λ(c) = 0.5, expressing that

colors in these regions might belong either to the tracked object or the

background. For points within this subregion of the shape band, the

prior shape information will prevail over the color. The segmentation

result, shown in Fig. 6(d), highlights the enhanced segmentation perfor-

mance, annihilating the degradation of the segmentation performance

in the presence of non-separable color distributions of the tracked ob-

ject and the background.

3.2.5. Object segmentation based on RandomWalks

The resulting posterior probability distributions P(Ll|c, x) on image

points x ∈ It for labels Ll ∈ {LO, LB} are used to guide a Random

Walker-based image segmentation of the tracked object in It. Random

Walks for image segmentation was introduced in [27] as a method to

perform K-way graph-based image segmentation. Themethod assumes

that for each of the K disjoint image segments there is at least one class

member, i.e., pre-labeled image point. The principal idea behind the

method is that one can analytically determine the real-valued probabil-

ity of a random walker starting at each unlabeled image point to first

reach any of the pre-labeled points. The random walker-based frame-

work bears some resemblance to the graph-cuts framework for image

segmentation, as they are both related to spectral clustering [51], but

they also exhibit significant differences [26].

The algorithm is formulated on a discrete weighted undirected

graph G = (V,E), where nodes u ∈ V represent the image points and

the positive-weighted edges e ∈ E p V × V indicate their local connec-

tivity. The solution is calculated analytically by solving K − 1 sparse,

symmetric, positive-definite linear systems of equations, for K labels.

Fig. 9. (a) A 2-level steerable pyramid based on six oriented bandpass filters. (b) The steerable oriented bandpass filters utilized to generate the steerable pyramid.

Image from [21].

Fig. 10. Intermediate sample results of the proposedmethod representing the algorithmicworkflow. To avoid clutter, results related to theprocessing of the scene background are omitted.
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In order to represent the image structure by randomwalker biases in

TFOS, color information is exploited. We map the edge weights to posi-

tive weighting scores computed by a Gaussian weighting function over

the normalized Euclidean distance of the color intensities between two

adjacent pixels, practically the color contrast. Texture-based image in-

formation is also exploited in conjunction with the Gaussian weighting

function in the TFOS+ variant, as described later in this section.

TheGaussianweightswi,j of the edges between points i, j ∈ V are de-

fined as:

wi; j ¼ e
−

β
ρ ci−c jk kð Þ2 þ �; ð11Þ

where ck stands for the vector containing the color channel values of

image point/node k, = 10−6 and ρ is a normalizing scalar defined as

ρ ¼ max
i; j∈V

ci−c j

�

�

�

�

�

�

n o

: ð12Þ

The parameter β is user-defined and modulates the spatial random

walker biases. The posterior probability P(Ll|c, x) represents the proba-

bility of label Ll for a color c at image location x. Therefore, we consider

pixels of highest posterior probability values for label Ll as pre-labeled/

seed pixels for that label in the formulated graph.

An alternative formulation of the RandomWalker-based image seg-

mentation is presented in [25], incorporating non-parametric probabil-

ity models, hence prior belief on label assignments. In this formulation,

theγ scalarweight parameter is introduced to adjust the contribution of

the prior belief to the belief computed by the random walks in the

image. The extended formulation of using both seeds and prior belief

is compatible with our approach, considering the obtained posterior

probability distributions P(Ll|c, x) for the two image labels Ll ∈ {LO, LB}.

The Random Walker formulations using prior models, suggest for a

graph construction similar to the graph-cut algorithm [10]. In graph

cuts terminology, the edge weights of the constructed graph can be

seen as the N-links or link-terms and the prior belief values of the

graph nodes for any of the potential labels can be considered as the T-

links or the data-terms.

For any of the formulations of RandomWalker-based segmentation,

the primary output consists of K probability maps, that is, a soft image

segmentation result per label. By assigning each pixel to the label for

which the largest probability is calculated, a K-way segmentation is

obtained. This process gives rise to the object mask Mt at image frame

It. Fig. 8 provides an illustration of intermediate results pertaining to

the Random Walker-based segmentation methodology.

3.2.5.1. Integration of texture-based image cues. On top of the color and

shape cues integrated to TFOS, TFOS+ also incorporates texture-based

image cues. The proposed addition exploits brightness changes be-

tween neighboring image pixels to map the image structure into ran-

dom walker biases. A filter-based representation [31] of image

structure is considered taking into account the response values of a

set of 2D filters adjusted to various orientations and spatial frequencies

[34] in the neighborhood of each image pixel. The response of this filter-

ing consists of a vector of scalar values for each pixel corresponding to

responses of the applied filters. This vector is used in Eq. (11) similarly

to color contrast information.

Various frameworks for texture-based image analysis exist. We

adopt the steerable pyramid approach [47,21]. An example of the steer-

able pyramid computed on an input image for six orientations and two

scale levels is shown in Fig. 9.

The convolution of the steerable filters and the scale levels results in

a response vector, where each value is a scalar that corresponds to filter

response for each scale level. The response vector is computed at each

point x of It and utilized in Eq. (11), replacing the color information c

of a point x and mapping the texture profiles of neighboring pixels to

random walker biases. The resulting values of Eq. (11) are further uti-

lized to populate the Laplacian matrix of the Random Walker [26].

Therefore, two connected pixels of the graph-based representation

of the image with similar texture profiles will result in a weak random

walker bias, thus high probability to be assigned to the same segmenta-

tion label. In our implementation, an existing toolbox for multi-scale

image processing1 was used.

Fig. 10 recapitulates the flow of information of the proposed meth-

odology by also illustrating representative intermediate results.

4. Experimental evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed methodology incorporates both a

quantitative and a qualitative assessment of TFOS and TFOS+, together

with comparisons against a variety of state of the art methods for

video-based object segmentation and visual object tracking. Moreover,

we assess the performance of the proposed methodology to

1 http://www.cns.nyu.edu/~eero

a) b) c)

f)e)d)

Fig. 11. (a)–(c) Visualization of the Laplacian matrix for different values of β in Eq. (11), indicating the random walker biases. (d)–(f) Illustration of the soft segmentation results of the

Random Walker-based algorithm corresponding to the (a)–(c) Laplacian matrices.
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demonstrate the clear advantage of the proposed closed-loop coupling

scheme of segmentation and tracking that enhance the individual per-

formance of both. To this end, we conducted experiments to evaluate

the performance of the utilized EMShift tracking algorithm combined

with a Bayesian-based binary thresholding BBT procedure for image

segmentation in order to further support the additional benefits of

RandomWalks in image segmentation, as incorporated in the proposed

system.

4.1. Parameters setting

The performance of the EMT tracker [60] used in TFOS and TFOS+de-

pends on the representation of the color information. For example, skin

colored objects are better discriminated in HSV or in YCbCr compared to

other color-spaces. By discarding the V (brightness value) or Y

(luminance component), the skin-color representation becomes more

robust to illumination changes. Still, aiming at generality, in our exper-

imentswe choose the RGB color space for all sequences. The appearance

model of the tracked object consists of a color histogramof 8 bins per di-

mension of the RGB space.

The performance of the tracking component of the method also de-

pends on the convergence criterion used in its internal EM algorithm. Al-

ternatives include afixednumber of EM iterations or a stopping threshold

value reflecting the percentage of image points added/removed in the el-

lipsoid tracking region in two consecutive iterations.We selected the con-

vergence criterion to be a combination of both criteria. Thus, tracking is

terminated in 20 iterations, or earlier if less than 5% of the image points

were added/removed in the ellipsoid tracking region. In the performed

experiments, the mean value of EM iterations was measured equal to 10.

Regarding segmentation, one issue affecting the performance of the

Random Walker (see Section 3.2) is the graph connectivity policy that

adjusts the sparsity of the Laplacian matrix and the weighting function

that is chosen to compute the weights wi,j that populate it. We employ

4-connectedness of the corresponding image points. Regarding the

weighting function, a Gaussian is utilized (Eq. (11)). This introduces a

single parameter β that adjusts the variance of the Gaussian function,

thus the severity of the random walks biases on the graph (see

Fig. 11). In our experiments, the values of β parameter ranges within

the interval [1…200].

A second issue regards the selection among the three RandomWalker

variants presented in Section 3.2.5. These refer to the usage of seeds (pre-

labeled graph nodes), prior values (probabilities/beliefs on label assign-

ments for some graph nodes), or a combination of them. In the variants

using seeds, each image point x with P(Ll|x) ≥ 0.9 is considered as a

seed pixel for the label Ll. All other points with P(Ll|x) b T provide prior

values for label Ll. The T parameter stands for a constant value that is

usually selected equal to 0.9. In the variant using seeds and prior values,

a parameter γ is introduced to adjust the degree of authority of the

prior beliefs towards the definite label-assignments expressed by the

seed pixels of the image. The γ parameter ranges within [0.05…0.5].

Finally, a third issue affecting the segmentation performance regards

the appearance models utilized to capture the region-specific color in-

formation of the segmented objects. A color histogram per label (object,

a) Grasp-1 b) Grasp-2 c) Fish d) Caterpillar

e) Book-1 f) Book-2 g) Hand-1 h) Hand-2

i) John j) Anto k) Cliff-dive l) Foreman

Fig. 12. Representative frames illustrating the test image sequences used in the experimental evaluation of the proposed framework.

Table 1

The test image sequences used in the experimental evaluation of the proposed method.

The sequences themselves together with ground truth annotation will become available

online.

Sequence Size Frames Main challenges

Grasp-1 640 × 480 596 Object shape and scale variations, varying

illumination, 3D motion, motion blur.Grasp-2 864

Fish 470 × 266 250 Moving camera, complex object/background

colors, varying illumination, low image resolution.

Caterpillar 320 × 240 279 Moving camera, deformable shape variations, low

image resolution.

Hand-1 640 × 480 535 Moving camera, dynamic and cluttered

background, illumination changes, 3D motion.Hand-2 290

Book-1 421 Illumination changes including reflections,

shape and scale variations, 3D motion, similar

object/background colors.

Book-2 254

John 320 × 240 460 Similar object/background colors, abrupt scale

variations, heavy illumination changes.

Anto 40 Similar object/background colors, heavy

illumination changes.

Foreman 352 × 288 189 Similar object/background colors, illumination

changes.

Cliff-dive 400 × 226 76 Non-rigid shape variations, motion-blur, low

image resolution.
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background) is utilized in the proposed methodology (see Section 3.2.3).

For both histograms, 16 bins were considered per dimension of the color

space.

4.2. Test image sequences

A large set of test image sequences representing challenging tracking

and segmentation scenarios has been compiled to form the basis of the

evaluation of TFOS and TFOS+. Each sequence illustrates a single object,

undergoing challenging color appearance variations, scale changes and

shape deformations. The selected sequences also differ with respect to

the camera motion and the illumination conditions.

Fig. 12 provides a single frame from each of the sequences.2 Table 1

provides further details regarding their content and themain challenges

each of them introduces. Ground truth data were also compiled,

consisting of (a) manually extracted, detailed segmented binary masks

of the target object's area for each frame of all sequences and (b) the

horizontal bounding boxes of the object of interest in each frame.

Eight of these twelve test sequences (Fig. 12(a)–(h)) were either

grabbed at our lab or were already available in the web. These videos

represent a large variety of challenging conditions regarding the camera

motion, target object's appearance variations and illumination changes.

The four other videos (Fig. 12(i)–(l)) have already been employed in

previous, related, scientific publications for the evaluation of tracking al-

gorithms. More specifically, sequences in Fig. 12(i),(j) were taken from

[16], based on the free dataset of the i2i — 3D Visual Communication

available from Microsoft.3 The Cliff-dive sequence in Fig. 12(k) was

used in [22] and is available online4 Finally, the Foreman sequence illus-

trated in Fig. 12(l) is also available online (YUV Video Sequences5).

4.3. Quantitative results

We conducted a two-fold quantitative assessment of the perfor-

mance of the proposed methodology, regarding the individual segmen-

tation and the tracking performance on all the test image sequences.

The two proposed methods are compared to state-of-the-art object

trackers and to methods performing video-based object segmentation.

Moreover, regarding the tracking performance, we compare to the

tracking only EM-Shift algorithm of the proposed framework and the

original MeanShift method.

Finally, to assess the importance of our choice of RandomWalker as

the segmentation algorithm employed in the proposed framework, we

implemented another variant (BBT) that is identical to TFOS+ except

for the fact that segmentation is performed by thresholding the proba-

bility values computed by Eq. (8).

4.3.1. Evaluation criteria

Three criteria are selected to evaluate quantitatively the perfor-

mance of tracking. Given the bounding box predicted by the tracker in

a frame and the ground truth bounding box of the object in the same

frame, their overlap ratio or F-measure can be computed as the area of

their intersection over the area of their union. As in [18], an overlap

ratio greater that 50% signifies a correct tracking result, otherwise that

frame is considered as a tracking failure/miss. A first tracking metric is

the percentage CBOX of correctly tracked frames for a sequence. A second

metric is the mean F-measure FBOX for an image sequence, computed

only over the successfully tracked frames. Finally, the mean distance

DBOX between the centers of the estimated and the ground truth

bounding boxes is computed in a sequence, again only for successfully

tracked frames.

For the problem of segmentation, metrics CSEG, FSEG analogous to

those used for tracking are defined, with the exception that instead of

bounding boxes, the binary segmentation masks are used. More specif-

ically, a frame is considered as a segmentation hit if the overlap ratio of

the estimated and the ground truth object mask is at least 0.5. Segmen-

tation hits are used to define the percentage of correctly segmented

frames CSEG in a sequence. Additionally, the average F-measure between

the estimated and the ground truth object masks for all frames of a se-

quence that constitute segmentation hits is also computed giving rise

to the metric FSEG.

4.3.2. Object tracking

A detailed quantitative assessment of the tracking performance of

the proposed methods is reported based on the selected image se-

quences. We compare TFOS and TFOS+ to a variety of existing tracking

algorithms including IVT [42], TLD [29], SPT [54], BHT [22],MST [14], EMT

[60] and BBT. Other well known, efficient tracking methods were ex-

cluded from this comparative evaluation, as their available implementa-

tion did not support scale adaptation of the tracking bounding box to

the actual size of the target object.

Each algorithm is initialized using the ground truth bounding box on

the first frame of each sequence. The TFOS, TFOS+,MST and EMT track-

ing methods report an elliptical target region containing the object in

each frame. To become comparable with other tracking methods that

do not provide this information, the minimum horizontal bounding

box to this elliptical region is computed as a tracking result.

For a fair comparison, we adjusted the parameters of every tracking

method (as provided by the available implementations), towards

achieving optimal performance according to the selected evaluation

metrics. The IVT algorithm was tested on gray-level versions of the

test image sequences. A common parameter configuration was utilized

for theMST and EMT trackers and the tracking part of TFOS and TFOS+.

Regarding BBT, we set the same parameter configuration as in EMT for

tracking, whereas for segmentation we chose a threshold value per

test sequence that maximized its performance with respect to the com-

puted results.

Table 2 presents the CBOX metric (percentage of correctly tracked

frames as defined in Section 4.3.1) for each algorithm and image se-

quence. The superior performance of the EMTtracker compared to the

MeanShift method is clear, as the latter drifts away from the target ob-

ject into background regions in the very first frames for almost all se-

quences and was unable to recover the target.

We observe that the BBT method does not achieve satisfactory

scores for the CBOX metric. However, as shown in Tables 3 and 4 its

tracking accuracy based on FBOX and DBOX criteria is superior to EMT

for the proportion of successfully tracked frames in each test sequence.

Therefore, EMT could enhance its performance and benefit from amore

successful fine segmentation algorithm that can separate an object from

2 All twelve sequences will be made available online.
3 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/i2i/
4 http://lrs.icg.tugraz.at/research/houghtrack/
5 http://trace.eas.asu.edu/yuv/

Table 2

Percentage (CBOX criterion, see Section 4.3.1) of correctly tracked frames by each tracking

method on each image sequence. The best and second best results are shown in boldface

and in italic font in parentheses, respectively.

Sequence IVT TLD SPT HBT TFOS TFOS+ EMT MST BBT Mean

Hand-1 80 40 100 100 100 100 99 1 36 73

Hand-2 55 37 85 100 100 100 58 1 68 67

Grasp-1 17 3 4 100 100 100 13 1 22 40

Grasp-2 44 77 62 98 100 100 73 1 34 65

John 48 100 48 11 12 100 100 1 11 48

Anto 92 55 87 97 52 55 25 10 55 59

Foreman 94 62 96 100 100 100 93 1 34 76

Fish 92 8 98 80 100 100 86 2 55 69

Book-1 56 51 95 48 100 100 65 4 46 63

Book-2 85 3 98 59 97 100 83 2 41 63

Cliff-dive 34 45 92 93 45 64 14 71 64 58

Caterpillar 14 11 50 99 100 100 37 5 8 47

Mean CBOX (%) 59 41 76 82 (84) 93 62 8 40 –
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its background and facilitate robust refinement of appearance models

and accurate initialization for tracking in the next frame.

This justifies our choice to build upon EMT in our framework and

combine with Random Walks-based image segmentation method. The

performance of TFOS+ (best) and TFOS (second best) shows the bene-

fits of the proposed approach based on the closed-loop coupling be-

tween tracking and segmentation. Additionally, TFOS+ clearly

outperforms TFOS relying on the proposed enhancements described

above.

The IVT tracker performs well on specific sequences (Hand-1, Fish,

Anto, Foreman), where the target object's area is rigid and of limited ex-

tent with respect to the frame size and adapts well to extensive illumi-

nation changes. However, a moderate performance is reported in the

presence of large non-rigid object and scale variations (Grasp-1,2, Cliff-

dive, Caterpillar sequences). A similar behavior is demonstrated by the

TLD tracker. However, lower performance scores are reported, as it

fails to track over the 50% frames in the majority of sequences. Both

methods are heavily affected by the background regions introduced in

the bounding boxes of the objects in each frame and transferred to

their learning-update procedures. This effect is pronounced in the

cases of a time varying background.

For the successfully tracked frames, Table 3 shows the FBOX of the

estimated bounding boxes and Table 4 the distances DBOX of the es-

timated bounding box centroids from their ground truth positions.

The TFOS+ algorithm resulted in the highest average scores on

both metrics for most of the test image sequences, followed by the

TFOS method. More specifically, for TFOS+ FBOX = 0.94 and DBOX = 9

pixels, compared to FBOX = 0.92 and DBOX = 14 pixels, respectively,

achieved by TFOS. In comparison, the EMT tracker achieves FBOX = 0.78

andDBOX = 32pixels,while the integrationwith segmentation resulting

BBT outperforms it with FBOX = 0.86 and DBOX = 22. The TLD and IVT

trackers scored lower in the FBOX (0.82 and 0.84, respectively) and DBOX

(21 and 27, respectively) metrics.MST scores are not taken into consid-

eration given the poor performance and low scores based on the CBOX
criterion in 2.

Interestingly, the five highest average scores are achieved by TFOS+,

TFOS, HBT, SPT and BBT methods that combine a rough or fine segmen-

tation of the object area to accurately update the appearance models

of the tracked objects. This observation further supports our proposed

concept for integrating tracking and segmentation in a tight coupling

to enhance performance of each other.

4.3.3. Object segmentation

The quantitative assessment of the segmentation performance of the

proposed algorithms had two distinct goals (a) to assess quantitatively

the performance of the Random Walker-based image segmentation al-

gorithm [26] used in the proposed framework as a function of its param-

eters and (b) to compare the overall segmentation performance of TFOS

and TFOS+ to existing, state of the art algorithms.

4.3.3.1. Performance of the Random Walker-based segmentation as a

function of its parameters. Experiments were conducted with TFOS for

a variety of parameter configurations of the RandomWalker-based seg-

mentation algorithm. The Grasp-1 and Grasp-2 image sequences were

employed in this assessment. The influence of the parameters β and γ
on the segmentation performance is assessed, based on all three vari-

ants of the Random Walker method formulation, as described in

Section 3.2.5.

We initially assessed the performance of the variant utilizing only

seed points (γ = 0.0). The FSEG metric is computed for various values

ofβ in [1, 20, 50, 100, 200]. The scores in Table 5 demonstrate the overall

high performance of the proposed framework that exceeds 0.90 for all

tested β values. The results in this table also show that FSEG remains

practically constant for a particular sequence, despite the large varia-

tions of β. By setting γ = 0.05, prior information is introduced in

Table 3

Tracking results for FBOX criterion (see Section 4.3.1). The average F-measure score FBOX for each image sequence representing the overlap between the predicted and the ground truth

bounding boxes for the correctly tracked frames (see Table 2).

Sequence IVT TLD SPT HBT TFOS TFOS+ EMT MST BBT Mean

Hand-1 0.839 0.791 0.854 0.953 (0.940) 0.936 0.865 0.755 0.815 0.860

Hand-2 0.768 0.716 0.827 0.928 (0.962) 0.963 0.793 0.729 0.931 0.846

Grasp-1 0.830 0.906 0.927 0.953 (0.991) 0.992 0.777 0.782 0.821 0.886

Grasp-2 0.851 0.858 0.864 0.827 0.976 (0.960) 0.745 0.722 0.936 0.860

John 0.890 0.784 0.890 (0.930) 0.865 0.981 0.839 0.770 0.867 0.868

Anto (0.903) 0.841 0.904 0.845 0.813 0.860 0.713 0.770 0.843 0.831

Foreman 0.888 0.770 0.866 0.850 0.951 (0.934) 0.782 0.773 0.864 0.851

Fish 0.828 0.848 0.841 0.894 (0.910) 0.917 0.819 0.745 0.848 0.850

Book-1 0.827 0.835 0.853 0.888 (0.968) 0.977 0.774 0.756 0.875 0.860

Book-2 0.840 0.956 0.857 0.907 (0.920) 0.956 0.790 0.812 0.834 0.880

Cliff-dive 0.786 0.742 0.800 0.785 (0.830) 0.885 0.718 0.730 0.886 0.784

Caterpillar 0.826 0.801 0.747 0.918 (0.905) 0.903 0.702 0.783 0.854 0.823

Mean FBOX 0.840 0.820 0.852 0.890 (0.920) 0.940 0.776 0.760 0.865 –

Table 4

Tracking results for DBOX criterion (see Section 4.3.1). Average distance DBOX between the

centers of the predicted and the ground truth bounding boxes in pixels only for the

correctly tracked frames of each image sequence (see Table 2) computed by each

tracking method.

Sequence IVT TLD SPT HBT TFOS TFOS+ EMT MST BBT Mean

Hand-1 25 32 (15) 16 13 13 31 34 37 24

Hand-2 56 70 28 (14) 5 5 48 46 13 31

Grasp-1 31 33 12 (10) 2 2 37 16 30 19

Grasp-2 22 17 17 26 4 (6) 43 24 8 19

John 19 40 38 (4) 42 3 13 7 41 23

Anto 5 22 (6) 14 28 23 41 10 26 19

Foreman (12) 30 19 18 6 6 30 19 13 17

Fish 10 12 20 16 (11) (11) 21 22 19 15

Book-1 22 30 23 20 (6) 3 42 10 24 20

Book-2 30 5 226 22 28 10 33 (6) 33 20

Cliff-dive 11 18 14 15 (13) 14 13 15 14 14

Caterpillar 10 11 19 (6) 5 5 34 (6) 7 12

Mean DBOX 21 27 20 15 (14) 9 32 18 22 –

Table 5

FSEG scores of the Random Walker-based segmentation using seeds only (γ = 0.0), and

seeds plus prior values (γ = 0.05) for different values of β.

Grasp-1 Grasp-2

FSEG γ = 0.0 γ = 0.05 γ = 0.0 γ = 0.05

β = 1 0.910 0.910 0.933 0.973

β = 20 0.930 0.988 0.940 0.975

β = 50 0.910 0.907 0.940 0.971

β = 100 0.909 0.908 0.940 0.962

β = 200 0.909 0.908 0.940 0.925
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segmentation besides the seed points. Table 5 provides the obtained

scores for γ = 0.05 for both test image sequences. The highest score is

obtained for values of β = 20 and γ = 0.05, whereas the scores for

the rest of the configurations are notably lower but still exceed 0.90.

Next, keeping the value β = 20, we assess in more detail the incor-

poration of prior information by running experiments with varying γ.
Table 6 provides the resulting scores while γ ranges within [0…0.5].

The highest FSEG scores of 0.988 is achieved for γ = 0.05, for the

Grasp-1 test sequence, whereas 0.940 is achieved for γ = 0.005 in the

Grasp-2 sequence. The same table also shows the FSEG scores for various

values ofγ and forβ = 1.0. As it can be observed, the performance is, on

average, unaffected for Grasp-1 and degrades by a factor of approxi-

mately 5% for Grasp-2.

Finally, for each test image sequence, we performed experiments

with using priors, only. The performance of all three variants for the

two sequences is summarized in Table 7. The reported parameters are

those maximizing the obtained FSEG scores.

Although all three variants perform satisfactorily, the usage of both

seeds and priors improves the segmentation performance in both test

image sequences.

4.3.3.2. TFOS vs object-based video segmentation. The final part of the

quantitative evaluation regards the performance of TFOS, TFOS+ and

its BBT variant with two state of the art methods performing visual ob-

ject tracking combinedwith fine segmentation and video segmentation,

respectively.

The first existing method to compare with is the Video-SnapCut

(VSC) algorithm for video segmentation [7]. The algorithm is available

in Adobe After Effects (AE) CS5, as the RotoBrush tool/effect [49].

Concerning the experimental results extracted by this tool, an initial

foreground annotation was introduced by the user, forming the accu-

rate area of the object that is to be tracked. The procedure was then ini-

tiated to compute the segmentation results for each image throughout

the sequence with no additional user interaction.

We also compared our approach to the (HBT) algorithm [22]. It is a

bounding box-based tracking-by-detection method, which also com-

putes binary masks of the tracked object's shape. A rough foreground/

background separation is performed by the method for each frame,

using the GrabCut [43] segmentation algorithm. The ground truth

bounding box of the object in the first frame is required to initialize

themethod for each test image sequence rather than an accurate binary

mask like the rest of the compared methods.

The BBT method consists of the same parts as the proposed algo-

rithms except the segmentation part, wherewe exploit the Bayesian fu-

sion of image cues computed by Eq. (8) to perform binary pixel-wise

classification on image pixels based on a single threshold, separating

the target object and its background. We manually set the threshold

value within a range [0.5–0.7] to obtain the best overall result for each

test image sequence.

The evaluationmetrics that were utilized to assess the segmentation

performance of each algorithm are those presented in Section 4.3.1. The

results are reported in Table 8.

As it can be verified, VSC results in ideal scores, with TFOS+ follow-

ing. The proposed methods clearly outperform BBT.

Secondly, the FSEG value is calculated for each frame over the esti-

mated and the ground truth binarymasks. Themean FSEG is finally com-

puted for each image sequence, only for the successfully segmented

frames. We note that the t HBT, VSC and BBT compared algorithms

were carefully adjusted to the best parameter configuration in order

to maximize the selected evaluation metrics for each test image

sequence.

The results are listed in Table 9. The VSC algorithm succeeds the

highest FSEG scores in four of the sequences (Hand-1, Anto, Foreman,

Caterpillar) and the second highest average score. It reports lower FSEG
scores than the proposed methods for sequences containing abrupt illu-

mination changes and strong object shape deformations (Hand-1, Grasp-

1,2 and Book-1,2).

The TFOS method does not perform satisfactorily for sequences

containing abrupt scale object changes and/or highly overlapping

object/background colors (John, Anto, Fish, Cliff-dive). However, its

performance is already higher by 8% in average compared to the

basic BBT method for pixel-wise classification based on Bayesian-

Table 6

FSEG scores of the RandomWalker-based segmentation using different values of γ.

Grasp-1 Grasp-2

FSEG β = 1.0 β = 20.0 β = 1.0 β = 20.0

γ = 0.500 0.910 0.907 0.910 0.967

γ = 0.250 0.930 0.906 0.988 0.972

γ = 0.050 0.910 0.988 0.907 0.975

γ = 0.025 0.909 0.910 0.908 0.976

γ = 0.005 0.909 0.910 0.908 0.988

γ = 0.000 (seeds only) 0.909 0.930 0.908 0.940

Table 7

Quantitative assessment of segmentation performance for the three variant formulations

of the Random Walker image segmentation method on the Grasp-1 and Grasp-2 test

sequences.

Grasp-1 Grasp-2

Precision Recall FSEG Precision Recall FSEG

Priors, only 0.913 0.909 0.917 0.964 0.982 0.973

Seeds, only 0.932 0.928 0.930 0.940 0.940 0.940

Seeds & priors 0.992 0.984 0.988 0.976 0.974 0.975

Table 8

Object-based video segmentation results. Percentage of frames (CSEG) correctly segmented

by each method (see text for details).

Sequence TFOS TFOS+ HBT VSC BBT Mean

Hand-1 100 100 100 100 14 83

Hand-2 100 100 100 100 66 93

Grasp-1 100 100 100 100 4 81

Grasp-2 100 100 100 100 33 87

John 16 100 11 100 12 49

Anto 23 45 95 100 35 60

Foreman 100 100 100 100 32 86

Fish 100 100 92 100 19 82

Book-1 100 100 30 100 32 72

Book-2 100 100 85 100 7 78

Cliff-dive 54 67 97 100 66 77

Caterpillar 100 100 100 100 9 82

Mean CSEG (%) 83 (93) 84 100 27

Table 9

Object-based video segmentation results. The mean FSEG is reported for each test image

sequence on the segmented frames by each method, calculated between the estimated

and the ground truth segmentation masks.

Sequence TFOS TFOS+ HBT VSC BBT Mean

Hand-1 0.922 0.924 (0.935) 0.981 0.827 0.94

Hand-2 (0.941) 0.944 0.932 0.840 0.865 0.914

Grasp-1 (0.988) 0.989 0.952 0.847 0.900 0.944

Grasp-2 0.974 (0.952) 0.885 0.933 0.847 0.936

John 0.734 0.970 0.794 (0.941) 0.845 0.860

Anto 0.571 (0.736) 0.553 0.807 0.590 0.667

Foreman 0.925 (0.930) 0.875 0.955 0.672 0.921

Fish 0.896 0.935 0.741 (0.913) 0.756 0.871

Book-1 0.915 (0.948) 0.954 0.912 0.858 0.932

Book-2 (0.880) 0.910 0.731 0.85 0.706 0.843

Cliff-dive 0.747 0.788 0.663 (0.753) 0.710 0.738

Caterpillar (0.867) 0.858 0.826 0.910 0.736 0.865

Mean FSEG 0.863 0.907 0.820 (0.887) 0.783 –
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based binary thresholding technique. Furthermore, TFOS+enhances

the performance in the aforementioned sequences, providing more

accurate segmentation of the target objects near 90%.

4.4. Qualitative results

A qualitative assessment of the tracking and segmentation perfor-

mance of the proposed algorithms was also performed. Initially, we

compare TFOSwith EMT [60], in order to demonstrate the effectiveness

and the key role of our methodology towards robust and drift-free

tracking. Fig. 13 illustrates representative snapshots of the comparative

tracking results for some of the test image sequences. The performance

of the stand-alone EMT trackingmethod degrades in the presence of ex-

tensive variations of the colors and shape of the object. TFOS provides

stable tracking and adaptation of the tracking kernel size to object's

shape changes exploiting the noise-free color and shape information

provided by the segmentation phase of the previous frame.

Additional qualitative results regard representative snapshots

obtained by the proposed methods and the Video SnapCut method [7].

They are presented in Fig. 14 for eight of the test image sequences. A sin-

gle frame is shown for some of the image sequences in each row. The

ground truth object mask and the segmentation result from the com-

pared algorithms are presented in each column. Videomaterial resulting

from this qualitative evaluation is also available online.6

4.5. Computational performance issues

The EMT method performs in real-time. The implementation of the

Random Walker-based image segmentation method is based on the

Graph Analysis Toolbox of Matlab that is available online.7 The most

computationally demanding part of the proposed methodology is the

solution of the large systemof the sparse linear equations of theRandom

Walker formulation. The run-time performance of the current Matlab

implementation varies between 2 to 4 s per 640 × 480 frame. The re-

ported experiments were conducted on a PC equipped with an Intel i7

CPU and 4 GB of RAMmemory. However, a near real-time performance

should be feasible with code optimization and GPU implementation.

5. Summary and future work

We presented a new approach to the problem of model-free, joint

segmentation and tracking of a potentially non-rigid object in a monoc-

ular video. The location and the shape of the target object in the first

frame of an image sequence is the only required input. As such, the pro-

posed methodology addresses several challenges with respect to track-

ing that are associated to the appearance and shape of the tracked

object, the motion of the camera and the scene illumination conditions.

It also aspires to increase target localization performance through fine

object segmentation.

Fig. 13.Qualitative comparison of the tracking performance between the proposed framework (TFOS: blue-tracking, green-segmentation) and the EM-like color-histogram-based tracker

[60] (EMT: red tracking).

6 http://users.ics.forth.gr/argyros/research/trackingsegmentation.html 7 http://cns.bu.edu/~lgrady/software.html
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The key contribution of the proposed framework is the efficient inte-

gration of EM-based object tracking and Random Walker-based image

segmentation in a closed loop scheme, enhancing their individual effec-

tiveness, thus the overall performance of the methodology. Two vari-

ants of the approach (TFOS and TFOS+) have been proposed. Both of

them achieve high tracking and segmentation accuracy, compared to

state of the artmethods. Their performance has been assessed in a series

of challenging image sequences, for which ground truth data were

manually extracted. The experimental results show that TFOS+demon-

strates superior overall segmentation as well as tracking performance

for the test image sequences, compared to TFOS. As a general conclusion,

it has been shown that explicit fine segmentation of the target object fa-

cilitates drift-free tracking.

The proposed framework provides a conceptually simple and effec-

tive workflow. Various extensions are currently being considered. As

an example, motion and depth information can provide important

GroundTruth TFOS TFOS+ VSC

Fig. 14. Qualitative comparison of the segmentation performance among TFOS, TFOS+ and VSC [7].
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additional input to the existing framework. Additionally, extensions of

the existing framework towards achieving multi-object segmentation

and tracking would be of great theoretical and practical importance.
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Abstract

We present “Shape from Interaction” (SfI), an approach to the problem of

acquiring 3D representations of rigid objects through observing the activity

of a human who handles a tool. SfI relies on the fact that two rigid ob-

jects cannot share the same physical space. The 3D reconstruction of the

unknown object is achieved by tracking the known 3D tool and by carving

out the space it occupies as a function of time. Due to this indirection, SfI

reconstructs rigid objects regardless of their material and appearance prop-

erties and proves particularly useful for the cases of textureless, transparent,

translucent, refractive and specular objects for which there exists no practi-

cal vision-based 3D reconstruction method. Additionally, object concavities

that are not directly observable can also be reconstructed. The 3D tracking

of the tool is formulated as an optimization problem that is solved based on

visual input acquired by a multicamera system. Experimental results from

a prototype implementation of SfI support qualitatively and quantitatively

the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

The automatic, vision based estimation of accurate 3D object models is

a fundamental problem of great theoretical importance and practical signif-

icance. Conventional passive 3D reconstruction methods such as binocular

or multiview stereo, structure from motion, and shape from shading (see [40]

for a review) typically assume Lambertian surfaces and become very inaccu-

rate when this assumption is violated. Similar is the case for photometric

stereo techniques [47]. Multiview methods treat deviations from Lamber-

tian behavior as outliers and avoid reconstructing them [28] or suppress the

pronunciation of such effects through optical filtering (i.e., polarization for

specularities [33]). Though very accurate in the reconstruction of Lambertian

objects, structured light methods [8] perform poorly when applied to objects

with specular, refractive or translucent surfaces. The reason is that these

methods are based on the detection of a projected illumination pattern upon

the surface of interest, which is expected to appear clearly and distorted only

due to the shape of the surface. When the surface exhibits any of the above

properties this assumption does not hold, making hard or even impossible to

detect the projected pattern and to reconstruct the surface.

Our approach to the problem of vision-based 3D reconstruction (see

Fig. 1) is based on the fact that two rigid objects cannot share the same

physical space. The observation of the interaction of a human handling a

known tool with an unknown 3D object provides a wealth of constraints that

permit the full recovery of the 3D shape of the unknown object. Thus, the

problem of 3D reconstruction of an unknown object is essentially transformed

into a problem of tracking its interaction with a known one.

The proposed idea is similar in spirit to that of digitizing shapes using

a touch probe. This has been used quite extensively in industry by the so

called Coordinate Measurement Machines (CMMs). A CMM is a device for

measuring the geometrical 3D shape of an object. Current CMMs use probes

mounted on mechanically tracked arms. As such, they are expensive and have

2



Figure 1: Shape from Interaction (SfI): The interaction of a known
tool with an object of unknown 3D structure is observed. The accu-
rate and occlusions-tolerant tracking of the tool provides constraints
that are enough to reconstruct densely the unknown object. Thus,
SfI recovers 3D models of objects that because of their physical prop-
erties (non-textured, transparent, translucent, specular, highly con-
cave, etc) cannot be reconstructed by existing vision-based methods.

a small operational workspace. We demonstrate that we can develop CMMs

that, being vision-based, can be accurate, cost-effective and operational in

large workspaces. A vision based method with high level similarities to the

proposed one is presented in [26] in the context of augmented reality appli-

cations. However, that method depends solely on tip tracking as opposed

to the robust and occlusions tolerant 3D tracking of various tools that we

propose in this paper.

By delegating the 3D reconstruction of an unknown object to the 3D

tracking of an known one, most of the material and appearance properties of

the unknown object become irrelevant. This way, the proposed methodology

is not only able to handle ordinary textured objects but also non-textured

and even transparent, translucent, refractive and highly non convex ones.

In the remainder of this paper, after presenting related work, we describe

in detail an instantiation of the SfI methodology as well as its qualitative and

quantitative evaluation. Experimental results confirm that SfI reconstructs

in 3D objects that are impossible to obtain by any other existing vision based

3D reconstruction technique.
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2. Related work

A common classification of 3D reconstruction methods is defined based

on the visual cue they employ. The term shape-from-X is utilized to refer to

X as the visual cue and the process on which reconstruction is based. For

example, shape-from-shading [48] and shape-from-texture [3] are approaches

for single-view 3D reconstruction based on the corresponding cues. When

more viewpoints are available and feature correspondences among views can

be established, structure- and shape-from-motion [15] and shape-from-stereo

approaches [44] are typically used. To ease the establishment of feature

correspondences and to increase accuracy, structured light can be projected

upon the scene [43].

The above methods assume the approximate Lambertian behavior of

surfaces and, thereby, encounter difficulties for transparent, refractive, and

translucent objects for which this assumption does not hold. Recently trans-

parent and specular objects’ reconstruction has gained attention in the lit-

erature. A comprehensive review can be found in [19]. The common ground

amongst all of the existing approaches is their tight coupling to the type and

individual properties of the surface to be reconstructed.

Methods targeting specifically the reconstruction of specular surfaces can

be classified into three classes. The first aims at the reconstruction of in-

tensely reflective (e.g. mirror) surfaces and is based on the projection of

known patterns upon them; their shape is computed from the apparent dis-

tortion that this pattern undergoes when projected onto the surface [45]. In

certain cases [9] the pattern itself and the process of projecting it onto the

object can be as simple as casting shadows of a wand upon the surface of an

object in a purposeful manner. Some methods pursue the tracking of reflected

features upon the surface [1], thus employing the apparent distortion of the

optical flow field instead of a calibrated pattern. Existing analyses of the

phenomenon [42] do not reduce the requirements for careful setup of the re-

construction target and the projection apparatus. Another class of methods
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utilize surface specularities induced by one or more light sources to recon-

struct them explicitly. A complicating factor in the reconstruction process is

that the 3D location of the light source(s) needs to be calibrated. Methods

in this class have been used to measure directly the structure through the

appearance [20, 34, 49] while some emphasize in the recovery of surface de-

tails [10]. Finally, a third class of methods relax the use of a calibrated light

source but still require the use of a calibration pattern [25].

The reconstruction of translucent surfaces by active illumination methods

encounters similar difficulties, as the projected pattern is typically blurred

leading to inaccurate results. A method that targets specifically such sur-

faces [11] filters out subsurface scattering through polarization and phase

shifting of the actively projected pattern.

The reconstruction of solid refractive and transparent objects is even more

challenging than the above cases and, to date, there exist no generic recon-

struction approaches for such objects. As in the case of specular surfaces,

some methods rely on the apparent distortion [6] of a projected pattern to

recover the shape of such objects, as well as the tracking of refracted fea-

tures [2]. Another group of methods is based on the imaging of calibration

target after they have been refracted through the objects and avails 3D co-

ordinates on the surface of these objects [5, 25]. The method in [23] utilizes

a known and controlled environment and employs differences among a con-

ventional and a range camera to detect and reconstruct transparent objects.

In [46], reconstruction of transparent and refractive objects is achieved by

employing light-field probes encoding light ray positions and angles in vary-

ing intensities and colors. Using non-visible radiation, the method in [14]

achieves reconstruction of transparent objects but requires special hardware.

The above review reveals that the 3D reconstruction of transparent,

translucent, refractive and specular objects is an open research problem. In

this work we propose a new approach that treats the 3D reconstruction of

each and all the above object categories robustly and in a unified manner.
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3. Overview of the proposed method

The proposed method assumes a multicamera system consisting of n syn-

chronized and calibrated cameras with projection matrices Pc, 1 ≤ c ≤ n.

Cameras are placed so that they all overlook the scene containing an object

O of unknown 3D structure SO that needs to be reconstructed. It is also

assumed that the 3D position of O is roughly known in the sense that its ac-

tual volume lies inside a parallelepiped V of known dimensions and position.

O is not allowed to move relative to the cameras. At time t, the cameras

acquire a multiframe Mt consisting of n images, i.e. Mt = {I1, I2, · · · , In}.
The proposed method also considers a tool T of known 3D structure ST .

The 3D position and orientation of T is tracked in a temporal sequence of

multiframes. Provided that this can be achieved, ST can be registered in the

3D scene observed by the cameras. Thus, the space St
T that this occupies

at time t can be estimated. The fundamental idea behind SfI is that as

each moment in time, T and O cannot share the same physical space. More

specifically, it holds that

∀t, St
T ∩ St

O = ∅. (1)

Under this assumption, SfI suggests that at time t the 3D structure St
O of O

can be approximated with

St
O = V −

⋃

1≤i≤t

Si
T = St−1

O − St
T , (2)

where Si
T denotes the space occupied by T at time i and S0

O = V . To mini-

mize the time required for SfI, it is important that T purposefully interacts

with O. The tracking of the tool needs to be robust in occlusions, because

as T interacts with O, considerable portions of it might not be visible by

some (or even by any) of the cameras. Additionally, tracking needs to be

accurate, because if some volume is incorrectly carved off the objects’ shape,

the resulting error cannot be recovered at a later stage.
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The notion of space carving is central to the proposed approach. Space

carving was proposed in [24] and makes use of photoconsistency as a means

to decide whether a voxel is occupied by matter or not. Voxels that are not

photoconsistent, are “carved out” during 3D reconstruction. In the same

general spirit, we carve volumes that are occupied by the tool. Evidently, the

criteria based on which space carving is performed are completely different.

Moreover, in photoconsistency-based space carving, the manipulation of a

voxel (either maintaining it to the reconstruction or carving it) requires that

this is visible from at least two cameras. This is not a requirement in SfI.

Another approach that requires some interaction by the user is [16] which

provides coarse models of spaces through the volume that dynamic entities

such as walking persons occupy in a scene. The method relies on accurate

background segmentation in order to reconstruct these entities through their

visual hulls.

We next present the class of tools that we have considered (Sec. 4), the

way that those are tracked by the employed multicamera system (Sec. 5) and

how SO is reconstructed by observating the interaction of T with O (Sec. 6).

4. Tool design

The tools we have considered consist of three parts, a wand W, a sphere

S and an effector E. Figure 2 provides a closeup view of the tool and a

collection of effectors, with one of them (large dark sphere) attached to the

wand.

The wand W is an elongated cylinder. The sphere S is attached close to

one of the endpoints of W so that the 3D main axis of W passes through the

center of S. The effector E may have any rotationally symmetric shape. E

is attached to one of the endpoints ofW at a known distance from the center

of S. Moreover, its main axis of rotational symmetry coincides to that of W .

Both W and S are painted on individual, highly discriminant colors. In our

experiments, the effectors used were modelled as geometric primitives whose
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Figure 2: A closeup view of the tool used in this work.

shape parameters were measured manually.

The presented design facilitates the 3D detection and tracking of the tool

in the case of severe occlusions and/or clutter. The spherical part of the tool

provides strong evidence on the 3D location of T . This is important because

even if the endpoint of the tool that carries the effector is totally occluded

(e.g., the effector is inside a concave object as shown in Fig. 5(b)) an accurate

estimation of its correct 3D location and pose is still feasible. The elongated

wand determines the 3D orientation of the tool. The rotational symmetry

of the effector and of the wand guarantees that the space occupied by the

tool is invariant to its rotation around the corresponding axis. This makes

it possible to estimate the space occupied by the tool even in situations (see

Fig. 5(a)) where the effector is totally occluded. In this case, the tool has

been inserted in the object in a way that the effector is totally invisible.

Now consider different rotations of the wand around its main axis. All those

rotations are indistinguishable because, essentially, they change nothing in

the acquired images. If the effector is not rotationally symmetric, a different

part of the voxel space would have been removed in the (invisible) concave

part of the object. But since the rotations of the wand are unobservable, the
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part of the voxel space that needs to be carved cannot be decided. On the

contrary, if the effector is rotationally symmetric and its axis of symmetry

coincides with the main axis of the wand, all possible rotations of the wand

result in the same voxels to be carved. Essentially, the rotational symmetry

of the effector is required to guarantee that carving is performed correctly in

the case that the effector is severely occluded.

Another solution to the same problem might have been to use a rotation-

ally asymmetric wand. Theoretically, if the wand is asymmetric, even if the

effector is invisible, it is possible to estimate correctly its pose. Practically, in

order to avoid ambiguities and to achieve high accuracy, this would require

a tool that is far from being a typical wand. As such, it would be counter-

intuitive for the user and difficult to manipulate. For this reason, we decided

to use a rotationally symmetric effector attached to a rotationally symmetric

wand.

In what follows, the 3D position of the tool is that of the center of S. The

orientation of the tool is the orientation of W which, due to the rotational

symmetry, is a 2D vector. Thus, the 3D pose of the tool is encoded as a 5D

vector.

5. Tool tracking as an optimization problem

The 3D tracking of a tool T is treated as an optimization problem whose

objective function quantifies the similarity between the appearance of hy-

pothesized instances of T and its actual visual observations. Optimiza-

tion (maximization of the objective function) is performed through Particle

Swarm Optimization (PSO) [22]. PSO has been employed successfully in the

past to other 3D pose estimation problems such as human body tracking [21],

multicamera-based hand pose estimation [35] and 3D head pose estimation

based on depth data [39].

The input to the proposed method is a multiframe acquired by the em-

ployed multicamera system. Given the characteristic colors of the wand W
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and the sphere S parts of the tool, simple color-based segmentation suffices

to isolate them in the images of the multiframe. Each tool pose hypothesis

h is represented as a vector of 5 parameters. Tool 3D tracking is formu-

lated as the problem of estimating the tool 3D pose h∗ that maximizes the

similarity between synthesized views of T in that pose and actual visual ob-

servations. Towards quantifying this similarity, we employ simple rendering

techniques to produce comparable color maps for a given tool pose hypoth-

esis. An appropriate objective function is then formulated and a variant of

PSO is employed to optimize it. The result h∗ of this optimization process

is the output of the method for the given multiframe. Temporal continuity

is exploited to track the tool in a sequence of frames. The remainder of this

section describes these algorithmic steps in more detail.

5.1. Observing a tool

For each image I of a multiframe M , a wand color map oIW and a sphere

color map oIS is computed using a variant of the skin color detection method

presented in [4]. As a convention, the label of 1 indicates presence and the

label of 0 indicates the absence of the tool in the corresponding maps. For

each image I, the maps oIW and oIS constitute its observation cues. Note that

the effector part of the tool does not contribute to the observation model.

5.2. Rendering a tool

Given a tool 3D pose hypothesis h we can render the complete 3D model

of the tool in the view of the cameras of the employed multiframe. Given the

simplicity of the 3D primitives synthesizing the model, this process can be

accelerated by analytically determining the image areas where tool primitives

are expected to project. More specifically, we approximate the projection of

the sphere with a circle and the projection of the cylinder with a trapezoid

region. Thus, for each image I of a multiframe M , a rendered wand color

map rIW and a rendered sphere color map rI,hS is computed. Maps rI,hW and
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rI,hS are directly, pixelwise comparable to their observation counterparts oIW
and oIS.

5.3. Evaluating a tool hypothesis

The proposed method establishes a measure quantifying the compatibility

of a given tool pose h to the actual camera-based observations of multiframe

M . This is based on the computation of an affinity function A(h,M) which

measures the similarity between wand and sphere maps computed in M and

the wand and sphere maps that are rendered for h:

A(M,h) =
∑

I∈M

F (I, h), (3)

where F is defined as

F (I, h) = α
|oIW ∧ rI,hW |
|oIW ∨ rI,hW |+ ǫ

+ (1− α) |o
I
S ∧ rI,hS |

|oIS ∨ rI,hS |+ ǫ
. (4)

In Eq. (4), oIW , o
I
S, r

I,h
W , rI,hS are as defined in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2, respectively.

Function | · | represents the cardinality of a set and the logical operators

are applied to the binary maps in a pixelwise manner. A small term ǫ is

added to the denominators of Eq.4) to avoid divisions by zero. Parameter

α can be used to tune the relative importance of the otherwise normalized

contributions of W and S in the objective function. The value of α = 0.5

was used in all our experiments.

Figure 3 illustrates the intuition behind the specific selection of the objec-

tive function. This figure shows the actual wand and sphere segmentation in

a particular frame (yellow sphere, blue wand with solid lines) as well as the

projection of a tool hypothesis on the same frame. The first term of the right

hand side of Eq. (4) is proportional to the area of intersection of the sphere

observation with the sphere hypothesis (area of region A), normalized by the

areas of the union of regions A, B and C. Similarly, the second term of the

right hand side of Eq. (4) is proportional to the area of intersection of the
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Figure 3: The image projection of a tool hypothesis (blue wand and
yellow sphere with dashed lines) in relation to the actual tool obser-
vation (blue wand and yellow sphere with solid lines). Regions A, B,
C, D, E and F are defined. The areas of these regions determine
the score that needs to be maximized by the optimization process so
that the 3D pose of the tool can be recovered.

wand observation with the wand hypothesis (area of region D), normalized

by the area of the union of regions D, E and F . Thus, in this particular

example, the objective function is equal to

F (I, h) =
1

2

( |A|
|A|+ |B|+ |C|+ e

)

+
1

2

( |D|
|D|+ |E|+ |F |+ e

)

. (5)

It can be verified that if the projection of the tool hypothesis is perfectly

aligned with the actual observation, the value of the objective function is

equal to 1. On the contrary, the objective function is equal to 0 when the

area covered by the projection of the tool hypothesis is disjoint to that of its

observation.

It should also be noted that Eq. (3) gathers contributions from all views

to form the final value of the objective function.
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5.4. Tool 3D pose estimation through PSO

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [22] is a stochastic, evolutionary al-

gorithm that optimizes an objective function through the evolution of parti-

cles of a population (i.e., candidate solutions) that lie in its parameter space.

The particles evolve in generations (i.e., runs) according to rules that emulate

social interaction.

At a generation k, every particle has a position xk and a velocity vk. Pk

stores the position at which the particle achieved, up to generation k, the best

value of the objective function. Gk represents the best position encountered

across all particles of the swarm, i.e., the global optimum up to generation k.

The equations that re-estimate each particles’ velocity and position in every

generation k are

vk+1 = w(vk + c1r1(Pk − xk) + c2r2(Gk − xk)) (6)

and

xk+1 = xk + vk+1, (7)

where w is a constant constriction factor [12]. In Eq. (6), c1 is the so called

cognitive component, c2 is the social component and r1, r2 are random samples

of a uniform distribution in the range [0..1]. Finally, c1 + c2 > 4 must

hold [12]. In all performed experiments the values c1 = 2.8, c2 = 1.3 and

w = 2/
∣

∣

∣
2− ψ −

√

ψ2 − 4ψ
∣

∣

∣
with ψ = c1 + c2 were used.

The particles are initialized at random positions and zero velocities. Each

dimension of the parameter space is bounded in some range. Special treat-

ment is required if, during position update, a velocity component forces a

particle to move to a point outside this space. We adopted the “nearest

point” method [18] according to which, if the velocity of a particle forces

it to move to a point po outside the bounds of the parameter space, that

particle moves to the point pb inside the bounds that minimizes the distance

|po − pb|.
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In this work, PSO operates on the 5D tool pose parameter space (see

Sec.4). This means that each particle of the swarm corresponds to a tool

pose hypothesis and the population is a set of candidate 3D tool poses hy-

pothesized for a single multi-frame. The objective function to be maximized

is A(M,h) (Eq. (3)). For each time t, the optimization is executed for a

fixed number of generations. After all generations have evolved, the best

hypothesis h∗ is dubbed as the solution for this time step. Essentially, PSO

searches the 5D space of tool poses. This is achieved by a systematic pro-

cess that defines candidate solutions based on Eq. (6) which are evaluated

based on Eq. (3). PSO has been applied with great success to a number

of high dimensional optimization problems in computer vision such as head

pose estimation [39] and hand articulations tracking [36, 37, 38, 27].

The process of tracking the tool requires the solution of a sequence of opti-

mization problems, one for each acquired multiframe. By exploiting temporal

continuity, the solution over the previous frame is used to generate the ini-

tial population for the optimization problem for the current frame (see also

Sec.5.5). More specifically, the first member of the population for the current

frame is the solution for the previous frame. The rest of the population con-

sists of perturbations of that solution. The variance of these perturbations is

experimentally determined based on the maximum pose variation that can be

observed between two consecutive multiframes at a given image acquisition

framerate.

In all conducted experiments, optimization run for 12 particles and 40

generations.

5.5. Data-driven tool pose hypotheses

The above described PSO formulation tracks the 5D global pose of the

tool by searching for it in a neighbourhood of the estimation performed in

the previous time step. However, for the estimation of the pose of the tool

in the first frame no such previous estimation exists. Therefore, the ranges

of parameters to be searched is rather broad. To ease pose detection in the
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first frame but also in order to enrich PSO particles at each frame based on

bottom-up evidence, the following strategy has been adopted. First, 3D line

(i.e., wand) candidates are identified. To do this, we employ a technique [17],

where a 3D line is estimated based on its projections on at least two cameras

of a calibrated multicamera system. The recovered 3D lines form hypotheses

for the 3D orientation of the wand.

Additionally, we seek for candidate 3D positions of the sphere. First,

in each frame of the multiframe, we estimate the centroid of the 2D blob

corresponding to the projection of the sphere in this frame. This is computed

as follows. The oriented contour of each such 2D blob in each oIS is considered.

Each pixel of the contour votes in a Hough transform-like manner for a half

line where the projection of the 3D center of the sphere is constrained to lie

on. The starting point of this half line is the contour point itself, and the

direction is perpendicular to the estimated slope of the contour at this point,

in the direction where more blob pixels lie. The point that receives the largest

number of votes is assumed to be the center of the circle. By triangulating

sphere centroid projections in pairs of images of the multiframe, we obtain

hypotheses for the 3D position of the sphere.

It is important that in order to form a hypothesis for either the wand

orientation or the sphere center, only two of its observations are required.

Thus, hypotheses can be formulated even in the case of heavy occlusions.

The wand orientation and sphere center hypotheses are used to synthesize

particles that are considered in a particular frame. The synthesis of wand

poses and ball centroids cannot be performed with their simple concatenation

because this does not lead necessarily to plausible tool pose hypothesis. As

an example, the estimated 3D direction of the wand might not correspond to

a line passing through the sphere center. For this reason, to form a particle,

we consider the 3D orientation of the wand and the projection of candidate

sphere centers on that orientation.

In our experiments, all particles in the first frame are formed based on
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this bottom up evidence. In subsequent multiframes, those are reduced to

one third of the population. The rest of the particles consist of perturbations

of the solution sought in the previous multiframe, as described in Sec.5.4.

6. 3D reconstruction

Given the tracking of the 3D pose of the tool, the space St
T that occupies

in time t can be estimated. This estimation includes not only the wand

W and the sphere S but also the effector E which is a known 3D shape

attached to one of W ’s endpoints. St
T is carved off the solid parallelepiped

volume V that originally approximates the 3D shape of the unknown object.

In our experiments, a voxel of 0.93mm3 was used. Assuming that the user

purposefully scans the unknown object O with the tool, and due to Eq. (1),

it is expected that at the end of this process the evolution of V will be the

true shape SO of the unknown 3D object O.

During carving with SfI, the voxel space may become fragmented. Con-

nected components labeling of voxels based on 6-connectedness is performed.

The largest connected component in terms of voxel count that is connected to

the table is maintained. The rest are automatically carved out and removed

from further consideration.

To safeguard for the case of relatively low framerates, interpolation is

performed between successive tool 3D pose estimations and the interpolated

volumes are also carved. The amount of interpolation depends on the dis-

tances of the recovered wand endpoints. Additionally, the value of the objec-

tive function (Eq.( 3)) lies in the range [0..1] with values close to 1 signifying

very good agreement between hypothesis and observations. Thus, this is used

as a confidence measure of the accuracy of tool pose estimation. If this value

is lower than a predefined, experimentally set threshold, the carving of the

reconstructed tool 3D volume is not performed.
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Object CON NT TP TL SP REF

Statue
√

X X X X X
Spray

√
X X X X X

Doll
√ √

X X X X
Mug

√ √
X X

√
X

Mirror 1 X
√

X X
√

X
Mirror 2

√ √
X X

√
X

Bowl
√ √ √

X X X
Ashtray

√ √ √ √ √ √

Flower
√ √ √ √ √ √

Table 1: Characteristics of the objects used in experiments. From left
to right CONcave, No Texture, TransParent, TransLucent, SPecular,
REFractive.

7. Experimental evaluation

The proposed SfI framework has been validated quantitatively and quali-

tatively and has been compared with a number of standard 3D reconstruction

methods. In order to do so, we employed a setup of four cameras (see Fig. 4).

The cameras were calibrated intrinsically and extrinsically using [41].

A number of objects with diverse material, appearance and geometric

properties has been collected to form a dataset. Table 1 summarizes the ob-

jects used and the properties that make their 3D reconstruction a challenging

task. Sample views of these objects can be seen in the first column of Fig. 6.

7.1. Qualitative comparative evaluation

We employed the proposed SfI method to reconstruct in 3D all objects

listed in Table 1. Example videos of the whole process together with interme-

diate results is presented in the supplemental video material accompanying

this submission and at http://youtu.be/uZQQkGTk6-k. For each object, we

also attempted 3D reconstruction with the following three standard methods.

Stereo: Stereo reconstruction was based on the plane sweeping method

[13]. The photoconsistency metric employed was the Modified Normalized
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Figure 4: The geometry of the 4-cameras system used in the SfI

experiments of this work.

Cross Correlation (MNCC) [32]. The resulting depth map obtained from

plane sweeping was median filtered for noise suppression. Additionally, small

holes were filled through morphological filtering. The resulting depth map

was transformed into a mesh of triangles, by taking into account the neigh-

borhood relationships of pixels.

Visual hull: The multiframes that were employed for SfI were back-

ground subtracted utilizing the method in [50], yielding four binary fore-

ground masks. The volume occupied by the object was approximated by

its visual hull as a volumetric occupancy grid, as in [30]. This space was

then smoothed with a Gaussian filter to suppress voxelization artifacts and,

thereafter, the visual hull was extracted as its 0-isosurface, using [29]. For

each multiframe, the visual hull is encoded as a mesh of triangles. In all

experiments, a voxel was a cube with a side length of 2mm.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Challenges for tool 3D pose tracking. (a) Severely occluded
tool, (b) refracted view of the effector, (c) multiple wand hypotheses
due to mirror surfaces, (d) distorted view of the wand due to occlusion
caused by a crystal object of complex geometry.

Kinect: The Microsoft Kinect sensor [31] was employed to obtain a third

set of reconstructions. The acquired depth map was represented as a surface

by a triangle mesh, which was obtained as in the case of stereo. The final 3D

mesh was smoothed with a Gaussian 3D kernel to attenuate noise and depth

discretization effects.

For each object, Fig. 6 shows a view of the reconstruction obtained by each

of the employed methods. Animated views of all reconstructed models for

all object/method combinations can be viewed in the supplemental material

accompanying this submission. From the visual inspection of these results, a

number of conclusions can be drawn. Stereo reconstructions of non-textured

objects are sparse. Visual hull performs better in textureless objects. Still,

concavities cannot be recovered. Additionally, if foreground/background seg-
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mentation fails (i.e., white object in a white background, etc) visual hull fails

to deliver reasonable 3D models. The same happens in the case of transpar-

ent and translucent objects. Kinect is not affected by the lack of texture.

Still, it fails completely in the case of objects made of mirror, glass or crys-

tal. As can be verified in the last five rows of Fig.6 and in the supplemental

material, Kinect-based reconstruction of such objects returns a hole in the

reconstructed table. Finally, SfI manages to provide reasonable approxima-

tions of the 3D shapes of all these objects without making any assumptions

regarding their material properties or their appearance. As an indicator of

the accuracy by which the effector pose is estimated, it has to be noted that

the bowl has been reconstructed without any holes, although the thickness

of its walls does not exceed 5mm. It can also be verified that for the objects

made of mirror, glass or crystal, SfI is the only method that produces usable

results.

It should be noted that in all SfI-based experiments the tracking of the

pose of the tool had to deal with a number of challenging situations such

as severe occlusions of the tool, refracted views of the effector, existence

of multiple wand hypotheses due to mirror surfaces, distorted views of the

wand, etc. Representative such situations are illustrated in Fig. 5.

7.2. Quantitative evaluation of 3D tool tracking

Besides the qualitative evaluation of SfI in comparison to other 3D recon-

struction approaches, experiments were performed to assess the accuracy of

tool 3D pose recovery as well as that of SfI. To assess quantitatively the per-

formance of tool tracking, we performed the following experiment. A typical

data CD was rigidly attached to the surface of a table. The conic effector

was attached to the tool. Then a human manipulated the tool so that the

endpoint of the effector was always touching the circumference of the CD.

The tool and, consequently, the endpoint of the effector was tracked in 3D.

The recovered 3D points were then fitted to a 3D circle. The average dis-

tance of the recovered 3D points from the center of the circle was measured
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Object Mean dist. std Accuracy Precision
(mm) (mm) (mm) (%)

Mirror 0.44 0.43 1.00 94%
Mug 1.09 0.79 2.17 66%
Spray 1.53 1.42 3.14 54%

Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of SfI based 3D reconstruction of
the Mirror, Mug and Spray objects.

to be 61mm which should be compared to the 60mm of the actual CD radius.

The average distance of the recovered 3D points from the disc circumference

was 0.96mm with a standard deviation of 0.73mm. The precision [44] of the

method is 1.98mm, in the sense that 90% of the distances are below that

value. The accuracy of the method [44] is 69.1%, i.e., this is the percent-

age of points reconstructed within a minimum distance of 1.25mm from the

circumference of the CD.

In order to assess quantitatively the whole SfI framework and 3D structure

estimation, we performed quantitative experiments with the mirror, spray

and mug objects for which detailed, ground truth 3D models were available.

More specifically, after reconstructing these objects with SfI, we registered

the computed models to the ground truth ones through ICP [7] and then

measured the average distance of the recovered points to the ground truth,

their standard deviation, as well as the related accuracy and precision. Ta-

ble 2 summarizes the obtained results. As it can be verified, SfI manages to

deliver satisfactory 3D reconstruction results.

7.3. Practical considerations and computational performance issues

The obtained experimental results demonstrate that the accuracy achieved

by SfI is a function of the structural complexity of the object and not of its

material or appearance properties. Additionally, it is very cheap and effec-

tive to have a selection of different end-effectors matching most of the basic

shapes.
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3D shape acquisition based on SfI differs considerably to the standard

CMM practice. At each moment in time, CMMs sample a single point, but

it is guaranteed that this point belongs to the surface of the reconstructed

object. In contrast, SfI carves a volume that depends on the actual shape

of the tool. However, at a certain moment in time, it is not known which

points of the carved space belong to the object and which are not. It is only

through visual inspection that the user may decide that the model that has

been reconstructed so far is an acceptable approximation of the true shape of

the object. Thus, depending on the goal of 3D model acquisition, the shape

of the object and the required accuracy, the one or the other method might

be preferable.

Computational performance is important because if SfI runs online, in-

teraction is more natural and the user may get visual feedback that is very

valuable in deciding “what to carve next” and in determining the appropriate

subsequent manipulation of the tool. Regarding the reported experiments,

the “statue”, being the most complex object, required 2687 frames or ap-

proximately 15 minutes. Similarly, the “Flower” required 1068 frames, the

“Ashtray” 882, the “Bowl” 911, the “Hollow mirror box” 890 and the “Mir-

ror box” 520. This effectively means that simple objects can be carved in

less than 5 minutes. Our current CPU-based implementation runs at an im-

proved framerate of 8fps on a computer equipped with a 8-core Intel i7 CPU

at 3GHz and 4GB RAM.

Still, it is expected that further computational performance optimization

will have a significant impact on 3D reconstruction accuracy, too. Fortu-

nately, there is ample room for such optimizations, because the computa-

tional time per frame is dominated by data parallel operations that can be

speeded up by exploiting GPU processing. It is expected that reaching truly

real time performance is feasible. This is because several time-consuming

operations are inherently and highly data parallel. As an example, the eval-

uation of Eq. (3) for different PSO particles is totally independent. Addi-
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tionally, the evaluation of this function involves data independent pixel-wise

logical operations and summations that can be implemented very efficiently

by exploiting the GPU of contemporary graphics cards. Thus, computations

can be accelerated dramatically by employing this type of hardware.

8. Summary

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to the problem of vision-

based 3D reconstruction of rigid objects. The approach is termed “Shape

from Interaction” because it achieves 3D reconstruction by monitoring the

interaction of a known tool with the object to be reconstructed. Tracking is

formulated as an optimization problem that seeks for the 3D position and

orientation of the tool that is mostly compatible with visual observations

obtained by a multicamera system. Thus, it becomes possible to estimate the

space that the tool occupies at each moment in time accurately, and with high

tolerance to occlusions and other optical effects. The estimated tool volume

is carved continuously from a parallepiped workspace. The remainder of

this process constitutes the structure of the unknown object. A series of

qualitative and quantitative experiments demonstrates that the robustness

and the tolerance in occlusions and distractors is translated to accuracy in

SfI-based 3D model acquisition. SfI proves particularly useful in estimating

3D models of objects that due to their material and reflectance properties

are difficult or even impossible to obtain with other vision methods.
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Object SfI Kinect Visual Hull Stereo

Figure 6: 3D reconstruction results for the objects listed in Table 1.
Results. From left to right SfI, Kinect, Visual Hull, Stereo. From
top to bottom: Statue, Spray, Doll, Mug, Mirror 1, Mirror 2, Bowl,
Ashtray, Flower. N/A denotes that the extracted foreground masks
in individual views were inconsistent and gave rise to a null 3D re-
construction.
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Abstract—We present a method for articulated hand tracking
that relies on visual input acquired by a calibrated multi-
camera system. A state-of-the-art result on this problem has been
presented in [12]. In that work, hand tracking is formulated
as the minimization of an objective function that quantifies the
discrepancy between a hand pose hypothesis and the observations.
The objective function treats the observations from each camera
view in an independent way. We follow the same general opti-
mization framework but we choose to employ the visual hull [10]
as the main observation cue, which results from the integration
of information from all available views prior to optimization.
We investigate the behavior of the resulting method in extensive
experiments and in comparison with that of [12]. The obtained
results demonstrate that for low levels of noise contamination,
regardless of the number of cameras, the two methods perform
comparably. The situation changes when noisy observations or
as few as two cameras with short baselines are employed. In
these cases, the proposed method is more accurate than that
of [12]. Thus, the proposed method is preferable in real-world
scenarios with noisy observations obtained from easy-to-deploy,
stereo camera setups.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tracking of articulated objects is an important problem
in computer vision with significant theoretical interest and
diverse applications [11], [5]. An instance of this problem,
the 3D tracking of human hands, has recently been the subject
of intense inquiry [4], [13], [18], [9]. Methods attempting to
solve the problem have to overcome a number of interacting
complicating factors such as the high dimensionality of the
problem, the chromatically uniform appearance of a hand and
the severe self-occlusions that occur while a hand is in action.
To overcome some of these problems, notable methods employ
specialized hardware for motion capture [15] or the use of
visual markers as in [19]. However, such methods require a
complex and costly hardware setup, interfere with the observed
scene, or both, thus limiting their applicability. Recent state-
of-the-art methods [13], [9] rely on markerless observations
of a hand from an RGBD camera. Despite their success, such
methods are not operational in outdoor environments where
RGBD sensors cannot provide reliable depth information.

The approach we propose in this paper assumes that a
markerless hand is observed by a set of conventional RGB
cameras (see Fig. 1). Approaches that only use this kind of
input, namely visual markerless data, can be categorized in two
main categories [5], appearance-based and model-based ones.
Appearance-based methods use a pre-computed map from the
space of visual features to that of hand poses to accomplish

Fig. 1. We investigate the use of visual hull to track a human hand observed
by multiple cameras. Top-left: two views of a human hand. Bottom-left: two
views of the recovered visual hull, using skin color for segmentation. Right:
fitted hand model on another input image.

the task and hence they are essentially limited by their training
set. To cope with such limitations, recent works [16], [14], [9]
employ training sets in the order of thousands or even million
samples. On the other hand, model-based methods employ
a model of the human hand from which visual features are
computed on-the-fly and compared to the observations. This
makes them potentially more accurate but, at the same time,
more computationally demanding.

In this paper we build upon the model-based approach
presented in [12]. In that work, we proposed to use skin color
and edges as visual features for hand pose estimation and
tracking. These cues are estimated in each camera that observes
the scene. Given a hand hypothesis, we produce comparable
features by means of rendering. Then, hand pose estimation
is formulated as an optimization problem whose objective
function is the sum of discrepancies between observed and
rendered features, across views. In this work we adopt the
same framework, altering the objective function. Since we are
using a fully calibrated multicamera system, we propose to
employ the visual hull [10] of skin color silhouettes as a way
to fuse the existing information. Having computed the visual
hull of the hand silhouettes, the objective function heavily
depends on the discrepancy between this actual hull and the
synthesized visual hulls from candidate hand solutions. This
choice is justified by the fact that comparisons between visual
hulls can be meaningfully quantified, whereas this is not as
intuitive for the case of 2D cues across different views.

Previous methods for hand tracking have used various
visual features to solve the problem such as skin color, edges,
optical flow, however, to the best of our knowledge, the
visual hull has not been employed so far. Computing visual
hulls is computationally more expensive compared to the 2D



cues used in [12]. However, with careful exploitation of the
computational power of modern GPUs [17] it is possible to
achieve interactive frame rates.

Extensive experimental results demonstrate that the two
approaches behave comparably for ideal cases without noise
or in low levels of noise. It is shown that this happens
regardless of the number of employed cameras. However, in
cases with high noise we observed that the proposed approach
can still keep track of a hand while [12] fails. Furthermore,
we present experimental evidence in real world data from
a narrow baseline stereo system, a scenario that cannot be
adequately handled by the approach of [12]. The fact that
our approach is more tolerant to noise and performs better
from smaller/simpler camera configurations makes it much
preferable to [12] in real-world applications.

II. HAND TRACKING USING 3D VISUAL HULLS

It is assumed that a set of synchronized and fully calibrated
cameras observes the scene (see Fig. 1). The system captures
a set of images from all views and skin colored segmentation
is employed to segment the hand in each view. The visual
hull of these silhouettes is computed and stored as the main
visual cue for this frame. Hand hypotheses are then obtained
with the help of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [8]. The
visual hull of each such hypothesis is computed and compared
to the observed hull. Based on this comparison, PSO iteratively
drives the process of optimizing the new hypotheses. The result
of this optimization process is the output of the method for
the given frame. Temporal continuity is exploited to track the
hand articulation in a sequence of frames. The remainder of
this section describes these algorithmic steps in more detail.

A. Observations

The proposed method operates on sequences of synchro-
nized views acquired by a set of intrinsically and extrinsically
calibrated cameras. A set of images acquired from these
cameras at the same moment in time is called a multiframe.
Let Mi = {I1, I2, . . .} denote a multiframe of a sequence
S = {M1,M2, . . .}, with Ij denoting the image from the j-
th camera/view at the i-th time step. For each image I of a
multiframe M , a skin color map os(I) is computed using the
method presented in [2], and an edge map oe(I) is computed
using the Canny edge detector [3]. The set of skin color maps
is used to efficiently compute their visual hull [17] which is
kept as the reference volume map ov(M) of the observed hand.
Similarly to [12], we compute the distance transform od(I) of
the edge map oe(I) in order to accelerate computations in
subsequent steps. As a convention, in occupancy maps a value
of 0 denotes absence whereas a value of 1 denotes presence
of the respective property.

The visual hull of a 3D object S is the maximal object
silhouette-equivalent to S, i.e., which can be substituted for
S without affecting any silhouette, as defined in [10]. It can
be equivalently defined as the intersection of the generalized
cones that are formed by back-projecting each silhouette from
the respective camera center to the scene. For details on
efficiently computing visual hulls using GPUs, see [17].

The employed hand model is adopted from [12] and has 26
degrees of freedom. Each finger has four degrees of freedom,

two at the base and two more in the remaining joints. The joint
angle limits are based on anatomical studies [1].

B. Formulation of the Objective Function

Having a parametric 3D model of a hand, the goal is to
estimate the model parameters h that are most compatible to
the visual observations (Sec. II-A). Towards this end we formu-
late an error function E(h,O) that quantifies the discrepancy
between a hand pose parametrization h and the observation O.
More specifically we compute

E(h,O) = D(O, h,C) + λk · kc(h). (1)

In Eq.(1), D quantifies the discrepancy between observed and
hypothesized hand volumes and is computed as follows. Given
a hand pose hypothesis h and camera calibration information
ci, skin occupancy maps rs(h, ci) and edge maps re(h, ci) for
each synthetic view i are generated by means of rendering. The
volume reconstruction methodology of [17] is then once again
employed to produce an occupancy volume rv(h) that can be
directly compared with the observation ov . The comparison
between these occupancy maps quantifies the discrepancy
between the observed and the hypothesized hand pose. This
is achieved by computing

D(O, h,C) = 1− 2
∑

ov ∧ rv
(
∑

ov ∧ rv) + (
∑

ov ∨ rv)
+

λ

∑

od(I) · re(h, ci)
∑

re(h, ci) + ǫ
, (2)

where, for the sake of notational simplicity, ov denotes ov(O)
and rv denotes rv(h). The logical operators ∧ and ∨ denote
per-voxel operations of the respective maps and the summation
is taken over the entire maps.

The function kc adds a penalty to kinematically implausible
hand configurations and is defined as in [12] to penalize
adjacent finger inter-penetration. In all experiments, the value
of λk was set to 0.1 and the value of λ was set to 0.01.

The solution for each frame is obtained by optimizing the
objective function E with the Particle Swarm Optimizer [7].
The “nearest point” policy [6] was adopted to handle collisions
with the search space boundaries. The randomization variant
proposed in [13], originally seen in [20], was also adopted here
since it proved experimentally beneficial for the accuracy of
the estimation of the finger pose.

As in [12], we exploit the inherent parallelism of the
involved computations by computing multiple values of the
objective function in parallel. This can be exploited in PSO,
since the evaluations of the objective function for the particles
of one generation are independent of each other. Furthermore,
the employed hand model is built out of appropriately trans-
formed cylinders and spheres. This exposes data parallelism
in the resulting computations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A number of quantitative experiments was conducted,
designed to compare the behavior of the proposed method
to that of [12]. These experiments analyzed the behavior
of the objective functions of the methods, investigated the
parametrization of PSO, assessed the effect of segmentation



Fig. 2. Different depth map views of the visual hull of the observed skin
color (frames 1, 3, 5) and that of a manually fitted hand model (frames 2, 4,
6). Each pair corresponds to a different view of the reconstructed volumes.

Fig. 3. Investigation of the PSO parametrization for the proposed method
(left) and our implementation of the method [12] (right). Different curves in
both plots correspond to different populations of PSO particles.

noise and also explored the behavior for different numbers of
available views of the scene. Qualitative results in real-world
data are also presented. In all the experiments with visual
hulls we used a parallelepiped reconstruction space of 1283

voxels, centered around the previously estimated position of
the observed hand. The physical dimensions of this space were
240mm along each edge, resulting in a voxel size slightly
larger than 2mm.

A. Visual hull of hypothesis and observation

We present a qualitative comparison between a visual hull
obtained from real world data and one from synthetically
produced silhouettes. The pose of the synthetic hand model
was manually adjusted to match as best as possible that of the
observed hand. In both cases, we produced silhouette maps
from eight views of the scene. For the real world data we
used the same procedure used to obtain os(I) in Section II-A.
For the synthetic maps we used the procedure that generates
silhouettes of hypotheses rs(h, ci), with the pose h manually
adjusted as described above, and the known calibrations ci
for each virtual view. Depth maps of the resulting visual
hulls are depicted in Fig. 2. Evidently, even though we are
using eight views of the scene, the resulting visual hulls still
contain reconstruction artifacts. However, and although the real
world data are obviously more noisy, one can observe that
the artifacts between the observed and hypothesized hulls are
consistent and reproducible. This justifies why comparisons
are performed between observed visual hulls and hypothesized
visual hulls and not between observed visual hulls and actual
hand models. The second option would be considerably less
time consuming since it does not require the visual hull com-
putation for hypothesized hand poses. We chose to follow the
first option since visual hulls differ considerably to the actual
hand models, especially when fewer cameras are employed in
their computation.

B. Quantitative Evaluation

We investigated the accuracy of the method for differ-
ent parameters of PSO. The computational budget of PSO
is determined by the number of particles and generations,
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Fig. 4. Investigation of the effect of noise in the two compared methods. The
horizontal axis denotes percentage of corrupted pixels in the synthetic input
and the vertical denotes average distance from the ground truth.

the product of which yields the total number of objective
function evaluations. We selected a set of values for these
two parameters and computed the accuracy of the proposed
method, as well as that of [12]. In order to quantitatively
evaluate the pose estimation accuracy we resort to datasets with
available ground truth. More specifically, for all experiments,
we used a sequence of 245 multiframes depicting a hand that
performs simple everyday motions such as palm flipping and
finger bending. In order to compare the estimated pose, we
adopt a metric similar to the one used in [12]: 21 landmark
points are placed on the model hand, 3 on each finger and the
remaining 6 on the palm. The average distance of all these
landmarks between the estimated and the actual, ground truth
pose is measured, and the average over all the frames of the
sequence is computed. We perform this experiment multiple
times and compute the median of these values because of the
stochastic nature of PSO.

The obtained results are shown in Fig. 3. The upper plot
shows the performance of the system using the visual hull as
the main observation cue whereas the plot at the bottom shows
the results obtained from [12]. The horizontal axis corresponds
to the number of generations used for the experiment whereas
the vertical axis denotes the measured pose estimation error as
described above. Different graphs in the plots correspond to
different particle count configurations. Both methods benefit
when using more generations or particles, with the number of
generations playing a more important role in the performance.
The performance of both methods is comparable. Indicatively,
the average error of the proposed method for 64 particles and
30 generations is around 5.3mm whereas that of [12] achieves
4.1mm. For both methods, the performance improvement
for more particles or generations is small. The additional
computational budget for this improvement is disproportionate,
so for the remaining experiments we fixed these parameters to
(64, 30) for both the proposed method and that of [12].

We conducted another experiment, that was designed to
assess the effect on the estimation accuracy of the number of
available views, again in the case of ideal data. We varied the
number of cameras from one to eight. It should be noted that
the two cameras setup in this experiment had a large baseline
and almost perpendicular optical axes. The comparison demon-
strated that the error for both methods is almost identical.

The quantitative performance experiments were concluded
by an experiment investigating the effect of noise on both
methods. We employed a noise model similar to that of [14].
More specifically, small disks of randomly selected positions
and radii were chosen in the synthetic input images and the



Fig. 5. Results of the proposed method in real-world data. Each pair of
images illustrates the same pose from different views.

Fig. 6. Sample results of the proposed method on data acquired from a
narrow baseline stereo system. Each pair illustrates the same pose.

pixels in them were flipped. Figure 4 illustrates the obtained
results. Both methods behave comparably for low and moder-
ate levels of noise, however the proposed method manages to
keep track for the large noise level of 75% whereas [12] fails.

C. Real-world Input

A network of eight cameras recorded a human hand that
performed simple hand motions such as palm flipping, pinch-
ing and grasping. The sequence contains 390 frames. The hand
model was manually initialized for the first frame, and the
method successfully tracked all the sequence. Sample results
are shown in Figure 5. Evidently, the fitted hand model closely
matches the observations.

We conducted another experiment in data acquired from
a narrow baseline stereo camera system. This scenario is of
special practical importance since it is easy to setup and
can be employed by, e.g., robotic systems operating outdoors
where RGBD cameras currently fail. Sample results from this
sequence are shown in Figs. 6 (proposed method), and 7 ([12]).
As it can be observed, the proposed method manages to track
the hand correctly in this dataset, whereas the method in [12]
fails.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the use of the visual hull as the main
observation cue for hand pose tracking using a multicamera
system. We compared this approach to that of [12], which
uses only 2D cues. The comparison showed that these two
methods perform comparably in close-to-ideal data, regardless
of the number of employed cameras. However, the proposed
approach performs better when the noise level in the ob-
servations increase, especially for the case of short baseline
stereo. This suggests that the proposed method is of higher
practical significance since it is more robust with noisy input
and requires simpler camera configurations compared to [12].

Fig. 7. Results on the same sequence as Figure 6 using the method of [12].
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Online Kinematics Estimation for Active Human-Robot Manipulation

of Jointly Held Objects

Yiannis Karayiannidis, Christian Smith, Francisco E. Viña, and Danica Kragic

Abstract— This paper introduces a method for estimating the
constraints imposed by a human agent on a jointly manipulated
object. These estimates can be used to infer knowledge of where
the human is grasping an object, enabling the robot to plan
trajectories for manipulating the object while subject to the
constraints. We describe the method in detail, motivate its va-
lidity theoretically, and demonstrate its use in co-manipulation
tasks with a real robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in letting humans and robots

share the same workspace and perform object manipulation

tasks together. Apart from safety issues, the main enabling

technology necessary to realize this is the design of control

systems that let the robot cooperate smoothly with the

human, working towards the same goal, which may not

be explicitly communicated to the robot before the task

is initiated. The traditional approach is to let the robot be

a passive agent in the interaction while the human agent

controls the motion of the object.

However, when two humans perform an object manipu-

lation task together, the role of leader and follower may

typically alternate between the two agents, depending on task

geometry, load distribution, limited observability, or other

reasons. For human-robot interaction to become as efficient

as human-human interaction, it is natural to assume that the

robot must be able to perform both the active and passive

parts of the interaction, just as a human would. For the robot

to take the active part in the interaction, and to be able

to plan and execute trajectories of the object, it must have

knowledge about the passive agent and what constraints the

human imposes on the object.

The main contribution of the present paper is a method

for estimating hinge-like constraints imposed by a passive

human agent on a jointly manipulated object. These estimates

can be used to infer knowledge of where the human is

grasping an object, enabling the robot to plan trajectories for

manipulating the object while subject to these constraints.

We describe the method in detail, motivate its validity

theoretically, and demonstrate its use in some example co-

manipulation tasks with a real robot, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 1.

The paper has the following structure: Section II reviews

the state of the art in related work, Section III formalizes

the constraint kinematics, Section IV describes the proposed

The authors are with the Computer Vision and Active Perception Lab.,
Centre for Autonomous Systems, School of Computer Science and Com-
munication, Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), SE-100 44 Stockholm,
Sweden. e-mail: {yiankar|ccs|fevb|dani}@kth.se

Fig. 1 : A robot and a human manipulating a jointly held object.

approach and motivates it theoretically, while Section V

describes the experimental implementation of the method on

real human-robot comanipulation tasks. Finally, conclusions

are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

An important problem for physical human-robot interac-

tion (pHRI) is cooperative manipulation of an object jointly

held by both a human and a robot. The earliest works in

human-robot co-manipulation consider the robot mainly as a

passive agent taking care of load compensation while the hu-

man acts as a leader for planning and guiding the cooperative

task. One of the most common approaches has been to use

different types of impedance control. Impedance control has

been proposed with the goal of improving the safety for the

human using variable impedance [1] or impedance based on

human impedance characteristics [2]. Impedance controllers

have also been proposed for co-manipulation with advanced

robot setups consisting of robot manipulators mounted on

mobile platforms [3], [4] or dual arm manipulators [5]. To

enable robots to understand human intention particularly

in case of rotation or translation, impedance control that

imposes virtual non-holonomic constraints to the object or

the combination of impedance control and voice instruction

have been considered [6], [7]. In contrast to these impedance

control based techniques, another approach is to use the

interaction force only to generate the direction of motion,

while the velocity profile is given as a minimum jerk

trajectory [8].
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The above approaches only consider robotic assistants

that react to the actions of the human leader, hence their

capabilities are limited. By shifting the role of the robot in

the co-manipulation task towards a more active one, it is

possible to reduce human effort and exploit the advanced

performance capabilities of robots in terms of precision.

Recently, effort sharing policies through a dynamic role

allocation scheme have been proposed to enable the ma-

nipulation of bulky objects [9]. Precise positioning of the

object through human-robot collaboration has been treated

in [10]. Estimating intended human motion has been used

to enable a robot to give proactive assistance to an active

human partner [11]. Human motion estimation has been

used to set the stiffness matrix for impedance control to

achieve proactive robot behavior for an a priori defined role

of the robot. In this framework, confidence measures have

been exploited to enable automatic switching of roles [12].

Other works combine motion learning to allow the robot

to anticipate the human partner’s impedance with adaptive

control to compensate for unmodelled uncertainties in the

human part of the system [13] and understanding of human

behavior when the robot is the leader [14].

The reviewed literature considers the manipulation of

objects that are known to the robot in terms of task-related

geometrical characteristics (kinematic parameters) such as

center of mass, grasping points, pose of the object in hand

(e.g. the human is connected to the object through a handle

with an a priori known position). When the role of robot

is changed and proactive robotic behavior is required, the

human can be considered as a source of uncertainty. This

is particularly true for cases when the collaboration takes

place in domestic environments, where objects may not have

handles and markers for determining the grasping points.

Hence, it is important to design controllers that are able to

handle these uncertainties in the kinematics, since they are

important for mapping the intention of the human typically

expressed through forces to the robot frame.

In the present paper, we propose an adaptive controller

that estimates online the kinematic constraints imposed by

the human. This enables the robot to actively perform

some task on the jointly held object, while adhering to the

human’s constraints. Furthermore, the proposed controller

limits the interaction forces, allowing the human to impose

the constraints without having to exert large forces on the

manipulated object.

III. CONSTRAINTS’ FORMULATION

We consider a setting in which a human and a robot

jointly hold an object. Specifically, we consider the scenario

where the human is acting as a passive revolute joint —

conceptually as part of a more complex interaction scenario

—- which means that the robot can move along a circular

trajectory in the plane in order to rotate the object. This

scenario enables the robot to actively affect the motion of

the object while the human role is more passive. The human

can impose the kinematic constraints on the object in several

possible ways. Not only can the human grasp the object in

an arbitrary position, but for each possible grasp, the virtual

axis of rotation can be adjusted by changing the stiffness of

the wrists, elbows, or shoulders, by rotating the entire body,

or by any combination of these or other actions, all of which

are a priori unknown to the robot.

We assume that the robot has a fixed grasp of the object

i.e. there is no relative rotation and translation between object

and robot. In the following we consider that velocities and

forces are expressed with respect to the frame of the end-

effector {e}; the position and the orientation of {e} with

respect to the base frame {B} (world frame) can easily be

calculated through forward kinematics. We define the frame

{h} which consists of constrained motion axis yh and motion

axis xh, see Fig 2. The main axes can be parameterized by

the angle ϕ as follows:

xh = R

[

1
0

]

=

[

cϕ
−sϕ

]

,yh = R

[

0

1

]

=

[

sϕ
cϕ

]

, (1)

where ϕ denotes the angle formed between each axis of {h}
with the corresponding axis of the end-effector frame {e}

while R ,

[

cϕ sϕ
−sϕ cϕ

]

∈ SO(2) describes the orientation

of {h} with respect to {e}. Let v ∈ R
2 and ω ∈ R

denote the translational velocity of the robot expressed at the

end-effector frame and the rotational velocity respectively.

Furthermore, let ρ be the distance between the robot end-

effector and the human virtual joint which corresponds to

the radius of the robot motion.

The human imposes the following constraints to the mo-

tion of the robot:

y⊤

h v = 0, (2)

v = ρω, with v = x⊤

h v. (3)

Both ϕ and ρ are constant parameters since i) the human is

passive (no translational velocity), and ii) the robot grasp is

fixed, but they are unknown since they depend on human

intention as well as object geometrical parameters (e.g.

length). Note that the position of the human hinge can be

calculated given the parameters ϕ and ρ as follows:

ph = ρ

[

sϕ
cϕ

]

(4)

Obtaining accurate estimates of ϕ and ρ is important

during the manipulation as it allows the robot controller to

include feed-forward terms that minimize interaction forces,

which enables smoother and more comfortable interaction.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section we propose a control law and formalize the

application problem of leveling a jointly held board.

A. Controller

Let vd be the desired velocity trajectory along the axis of

allowed motion xh and fd, τd the desired force along the

constraint direction yh and torque around the rotation axis

which is perpendicular to the plane of the motion. In order

to define robot reference velocities which are consistent with
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Fig. 2 : Kinematics of the human robot interaction task

the constraints imposed by the human the knowledge of ϕ
and ρ is important. If the robot exerts high forces along a

direction in which the human does not want to allow motion,

extra effort will be needed from the human side and hence the

manipulation task becomes more difficult for the human co-

worker. To deal with this problem we propose the following

velocity controllers for the translational and the rotational

velocities:

vref = x̂hvd + ŷhw(
˜̂
f), (5)

ωref = d̂vd + w(τ̃), (6)

where:

• w(x) = −αxx− βx

∫ t

0
x(ζ)dζ is a function of propor-

tional and integral action on a control variable x(t) e.g.

force, torque errors with αx, βx being positive control

gains. In (5) and (6) the argument of w(·) is the force

error along the estimated constrained direction
˜̂
f and

the torque error τ̃ respectively:

˜̂
f = f̂ − fd, with f̂ = ŷ

⊤

h f (7)

τ̃ = τ − τd, (8)

where f , τ are force and torque readings obtained from

a force/torque sensor attached at the end-effector.

• x̂h = [cϕ̂ − sϕ̂]
⊤ and ŷh = [sϕ̂ cϕ̂]

⊤ are estimates of

allowed motion and constrained direction respectively

that are inherently unit vectors and they are updated

following the adaptation of ϕ̂ (online estimate of the

parameter ϕ):

˙̂ϕ = −γvdw(
˜̂
f) (9)

with γ being positive gain for tuning the estimation rate.

• d̂ is the estimate of the curvature of the cyclic trajectory

i.e. d , 1

ρ
that is updated according to the following

law:

˙̂
d = γdvdw(τ̃) (10)

with γd being a positive gain for tuning the estimation

rate.

The force/torque feedback part of the controller (5), (6) can

be regarded as a type of a damping controller – for safe

pHRI – similar to [15] but along the estimated constrained

directions.

The proposed controller is formulated in the end-effector

velocity frame. To be applied to the joint velocity level, the

following first order differential kinematic equation can be

used:

q̇ = J+(q)

[

vref

ωref

]

(11)

with q, q̇ ∈ R
n being the joint positions and velocities and

J(q)+ = J(q)⊤
[

J(q)J(q)⊤
]−1

being the pseudo-inverse

of the geometric Jacobian J(q) ∈ R
3×n expressed at the

end-effector frame which relates the joint velocities q̇ to the

end-effector velocities [v⊤ω]⊤.

A dynamic controller based on the proposed reference

velocities (5), (6) can be designed and applied at the joint

torque level following the steps of our previous work [16].

However, if we assume a high frequency current control loop

with compensation of the external forces and weak inertial

dynamics, the theoretical analysis of this work is valid.

Experimental results of Section V-B support the validity of

the use of control action at the velocity level.

Theorem 1: Consider the system of a velocity controlled

robot manipulator (11) which is rigidly grasping an object

connected to a human imposing the constraints (2), (3). The

proposed controller (5), (6) combined with the parameter

update laws (9), (10) and applied to the system ensures the

identification of the position of the joint p̂h → ph as well

as convergence of force and torque errors to zero.

The adaptive controller given by (5), (6), (9), (10) is a

variation of the controller proposed in [17] in case the axis

of rotation for the robot end-effector is a priori known.

A sketched proof of the Theorem can be found in the

Appendix while details for the general case of uncertainties

can be found in [17]. In this work we mainly focus on

experimentally validating that the proposed control method

can be used to identify the position of the “human joint” in

human-robot object co-manipulation. The use of the online

estimates of the constraints imposed by the human can be

used to achieve a specific control objective. An example

described in the following section is the automated leveling

of an object jointly held by a human and a robot.

B. Leveling

Here, we define leveling as aligning the end-effector frame

of the robot with the horizontal axis of the world frame, while

jointly holding an object, see Fig 3.

In early work [4], leveling has been dealt with by con-

trolling the orientation of the robot end-effector so that

the pointing vector becomes parallel with the ground; the

problem is solved by considering that the axis of motion

is known with respect to the end-effector while the inexact

knowledge of the distance between the human and the robot

grasping points can only deteriorate the rate of convergence.

Here we deal with the leveling problem [4] but we consider
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Fig. 3 : Automated leveling is achieved when the robot end-
effector pointing vector is aligned with the horizontal axis
of the inertial frame {B}

that the robot is not aware of the center of rotation, i.e. both

axis of motion and distance are unknown.

In order to solve the leveling problem the velocity con-

troller (5), (6) and the update laws (9), (10) are modified by

considering the following specifications:

1) The gravity and any force exerted by the human along

the vertical axis of the inertial frame will be filtered by

projecting the measured force fm along x that denotes

the horizontal axis of the inertial frame (i.e. [1 0]⊤)

expressed at the end-effector frame, i.e. in (7) f =
xx⊤fm is used.

2) The desired torque τd is set zero. If we consider the

case of symmetric human and robot grasping points

with respect to the center of mass of the object modeled

as a beam, human and robot will share the load.

3) A projection operator that does not affect the conver-

gence and stability properties of d̂ is used on (10) in

order to ensure that d̂(t) 6= 0, ∀ t.
4) The desired velocity used in the feedforward terms of

the controller is replaced by a feedback term based on

the leveling angle ϑ ∈ (−π/2, π/2) shown in Fig. 3

which is the angle between a horizontal line and the

pointing vector, defined as follows:

ϑ = arcsin
(

y⊤

h y
)

(12)

where y is the vertical axis of the inertial frame (i.e.

[0 1]⊤) expressed at the end-effector frame.

Instead of calculating the angle ϑ, sinϑ can be alternatively

used in the controller, i.e.:

vd = −
α

d̂
sinϑ = −

α

d̂
ŷ
⊤

h y (13)

where α is a positive control gain that is modulated by d̂ to

enable the system a convergence rate independent of kine-

matic parameters of the task. Particularly, the convergence

of the leveling angle to zero is described by the following

differential equation:

ϑ̇ = −
αd

cϕ̃d̂
sinϑ (14)

which implies that ϑ → 0 since cϕ̃ > 0, d̂ > 0; thus

the leveling objective can be achieved independently of the

learning objective. However the rate of leveling angle con-

vergence depends on the estimation error of the parameters

including also uncertainty in the motion axis, which has not

been considered in [4]. If the signal vd ensures that after

some time instant T the estimated parameters values are

close to the actual ( d̂
d
≃ 1, cϕ̃ ≃ 1 ), then the convergence

rate becomes approximately equal to α for t ≥ T in

contrast to [4] that consider constant estimates. One way

to achieve practical parameter convergence without affecting

the stability properties of the closed loop system is to apply

vd =
v⋆

d

d̂
for |ϑ| > ϑ0 for some positive ϑ0 and to use vd

given by (13) with α =
v⋆

d

sinϑ0

for |ϑ| ≤ ϑ0.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed method was verified by implementation on

a dual arm robot. The robot has 7 degrees of freedom (DoF)

Schunk LWA arms that are velocity controllable at the joint

level, and have a 6 DoF force/torque sensor at the wrist.

See [18] for details.

A. Experimental Setup and Scenarios

The performance of the proposed method is demonstrated

and verified in two scenarios. In scenario A, the human

subject is completely passive, and the robot makes small per-

turbations of a jointly held object to estimate the kinematic

constraints imposed on the object by the human agent. In

scenario B, the human agent starts by moving the object, and

the robot estimates the constraints on-line while following

the action initiated by the human.

1) Scenario A - Estimation of Kinematics of Passive

Human: In the first scenario, we demonstrate the capability

of the proposed method to estimate the constraints imposed

by a human on a jointly held object. The human is passively

holding one end of a 95 cm long wooden board, with a mass

of 2.75 kg, and the robot has a fixed grasp of the other end,

see Figure 3. The task for the robot is to actively rotate the

board around the virtual vertical axis imposed by the human

at point ph.

We run two experiments in this scenario. In both of these

experiments, the controller was run using γ = 700, γd =
1000, αf = 0.001, and ατ = 0.002.

In experiment 1, the human agent keeps arms fixed and lets

the board rotate around the grasping point (ph1 in Figure 4).

The point ph1 was marked with a visible spot on the board,

at [0 0.81]⊤ in the end-effector frame, and a laser pointer was

fixed to the ceiling and set to point to the spot. The human

subject then tried to keep the spot and laser dot aligned

during the robot’s motion of the board, ensuring knowledge

of the ground truth of the virtual rotational axis. The spot on

the board was kept within 1 cm of the initial point during
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the entire motion, and the estimate error e1 was calculated

as e1 = ‖ph1 − p̂h1‖.

In experiment 2, the human subject fixes the grasp, but

keeps the arms stiff and rotates around the main vertical axis

(ph2 in Figure 4). For this experiment, the ground truth for

the virtual axis of rotation is not as well defined as in the first

scenario. Overhead video footage was used to approximate

ph2 at [0 1.25]⊤ in the end-effector frame, and the error e2
was calculated as e2 = ‖ph2 − p̂h2‖.

Fig. 4 : Scenario A. ph1 and ph2 mark the virtual rotational axis
in the two experiments.

2) Scenario B - Kinematic Estimation as a Secondary

Task: In the next scenario — experiment 3 — the human

and robot are grasping the same board as in the previous

scenario, but the robot is given the task of keeping the board

horizontal. The human starts the action by raising the end of

the board approximately 20 cm. As the robot raises the other

end of the board to keep it horizontal, it estimates the position

ph3 of the virtual rotational axis imposed by the human. A

laser point was projected onto a checkerboard pattern on the

board to help the subject keep the virtual axis of rotation

stable during the leveling motion of the robot, see Figure 5.

Controller settings were slightly different from scenario A,

with γd = 1500 and ατ = 0.006, the higher values making

the controller more responsive to the initial human motion.

B. Experimental Results and Discussion

For experiments 1 and 3, the estimates of the virtual

rotational axis converged to within a few centimeters after

5 cm perturbation by the robot (taking approximately 2

s), see Figure 8. For experiment 2, the estimate initially

converged to within approximately 0.3 m in the same time,

and to within 5 cm after approximately 20 cm perturbation,

or 10 s. The estimates p̂h1 and p̂h2 are plotted in the end-

effector reference frame in Figure 6, and p̂h3 in Figure 7.

Experiment 3 converges faster than the others, due to the

higher gain settings.

The maximum force exerted by the robot on the human

(via the board) was approximately 20 N for experiments 1

Fig. 5 : Scenario B. ph3 marks the virtual rotational axis in the
experiment.

and 3, and 13 N for the second trial, which is less than the

gravitational load the board exerts on the human. After 4 s

had passed and the initial error was mostly eliminated, forces

stay below 6 N for all experiments.

−0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

0

0.5

1

1.5
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 [
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p̂h1
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Fig. 6 : Scenario A. The plot shows the estimated positions p̂h1

and p̂h2, in the robot end-effector coordinate frame. Note
that the actual value for ph1 is [0 0.81]T , and [0 1.25]T

for ph2. The end-effector and the board are drawn in the
image to aid orientation.

Experiments 1 and 3 had a very well defined virtual

rotational axis ph, and the visual aid of the laser pointer

made it easy for the human subject to fix ph1 and ph3 in a

static position. This is probably why these estimates show

good convergence. For experiment 2, ph2 is much more

difficult to fix for the human subject, so part of the error may

be explained by a less well defined “true” virtual rotational

axis.

The quick convergence from a large initial error (for all

cases) indicates that even when ph is not well defined, the

proposed method can make a rough estimate after only a
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Fig. 8 : The estimation errors e1, e2, and e3 as functions of time.
The initial estimate is similar for all runs, while the true
value of ph differs, hence the difference in initial error.

small perturbation of the jointly manipulated object has been

performed. The small forces exerted by the robot on the

human show that this rough estimate is enough to produce

robot motion that follows the constraints imposed by the

human.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by our recent work for door/drawer opening

[17] we propose a method for estimating the human joint

position in a simple human-robot co-manipulation scenario

in which the human is modeled as a rotational joint. The

robot is controlled by a damping-type force controller for

safe interaction while a feedforward or a feedback term –

in case of a leveling task – drives the robot motion along

the unconstrained directions as they are estimated online.

Experimental results show that the method based on rigid

modeling for robot grasp and external constraints can be
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Fig. 9 : The magnitude of forces exerted in the horizontal plane in
the experiments, as measured by the force/torque sensor
in the robots wrist.

applied to cases where the human can be considered as a

compliant joint. This work is a first step towards applying

adaptive learning control to enhance safety and robot per-

formance in complex human-robot object co-manipulation

scenarios in which human and robot roles, effort sharing

policies and human intention are dynamically changing. For

future work, we plan to expand the treatment to a wider class

of constraints, including those with more degrees of freedom.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: Substituting the control input (5) to

(11), multiplying from left with the Jacobian matrix J(q),
and using the constraint equations (2) and (3) we can derive

relations connecting w(
˜̂
f), and w(τ̃) with the parameter

errors ϕ̃ and d̃, that can be substituted into the parameter

update laws (9), (10) in order to get the following differential

equations describing the estimation error dynamics:

˙̃ϕ = −γv2d tan ϕ̃ (15)

˙̃
d = −γdv

2
dd̃− γdv

2
dd sin ϕ̃ tan ϕ̃ (16)

Let V (ϕ̃, d̃) : D → R
+, with D = {ϕ̃, d̃ ∈ R, |ϕ̃| < π

2
} be

a positive definite function given by:

V (ϕ̃, d̃) = −
ξ2

γ
log(cos ϕ̃) +

1

2γd
‖d̃‖2 (17)

where ξ is a positive constant with ξ > d/2. By differentiat-

ing V (ϕ̃, d̃) with respect to time along the system trajectories

(15), (16) we get:

V̇ (ϕ̃, d̃) ≤ −(ξ2−
d2

4
)v2d tan

2 ϕ̃−v2d

(

d

2
tan ϕ̃+ d̃

)2

(18)
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Notice that V̇ ≤ 0 which implies that V (ϕ̃, d̃) ≤
V (ϕ̃(0), d̃(0)) and thus ϕ̃, d̃ are bounded and addi-

tionally |ϕ̃(t)| < π/2, ∀t, given that |ϕ̃(0)| < π/2.

From system and constraint equations we can prove

that w(
˜̂
f) and w(τ̃) are bounded. Furthermore by inte-

grating both sides (18) we get that
∫ +∞

0
v2d(ζ)ϕ̃

2(ζ)dζ,
∫ +∞

0
v2d(ζ)

(

d
2
tan ϕ̃(ζ) + d̃(ζ)

)2

dζ and are bounded and

hence ϕ̃, d̃ → 0 when vd satisfies persistent excitation

condition. In the next step Barbalat’s Lemma can be used

in order to prove that w(
˜̂
f), w(τ̃) converge to zero which

implies (given that ϕ̂ → ϕ) that f → fd and τ → τd.
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Humans use their hands in most of their

everyday life activities. Thus, the devel-

opment of technical systems that track

the 3D position, orientation and full

articulation of human hands from mark-

erless visual observations can be of fun-

damental importance in supporting a

diverse range of applications.

Developing such a system is a complex

task owing to a number of complicating

factors such as the high dimensionality

of dexterous hand motion, the ambi-

guity in identifying hand parts because

of their colour uniformity and the

absence of observations when fingers or

the palm occlude one another. Last but

not least, hands often move fast and

tracking needs to be performed by rela-

tively low resolution cameras that are

placed at a considerable distance from

the scene.

To alleviate some of these problems,

some successful methods employ spe-

cialized hardware for motion capture

and/or visual markers. Unfortunately,

such methods require a complex and

costly hardware setup that interferes

with the observed scene.  Furthermore,

there is limited potential to move such

methods out of the lab. Several

attempts have been made to address the

problem by considering markerless

visual data only. Existing approaches

can be categorized into appearance-

and model-based. 

Appearance-based methods have much

lower computational cost and hardware

complexity but they recognize a dis-

crete number of hand poses that corre-

spond typically to the method’s training

set. Model-based implies that the

appearance of an arbitrarily positioned

and articulated hand can be simulated

and compared to actual observations.

3D hand tracking is then performed by

systematically searching for hand

motions whose simulated appearance

best matches the observed images. Such

methods provide a continuum of solu-

tions but are computationally costly.

The FORTH 3D hand tracker is an accu-

rate, robust and real time model-based

solution to the problem of 3D hand

tracking. The input is provided by a

Kinect sensor and comprises an RGB

image and a depth map, which assigns a

depth measurement to each RGB value

(Figures 1a and 1b). Skin colour detec-

tion is used to isolate the hand in the

RGB and depth images (Figure 1c). The

adopted 3D hand model comprises a set

of appropriately assembled geometric

3D primitives (Figure 1d). Each hand

pose is represented as a vector of 27

parameters: three for global position;

four for global orientation (quaternion

representation); and 20 for the relative

articulation of the fingers. 

Having a parametric 3D model of a

hand, the goal is then to estimate the 27

parameters that make the model most

compatible to the visual observations.

Compatibility between observations

and hypotheses is judged by differenti-

ating depth maps, pixel by pixel. Actual

observations already contain depth

maps. Hand hypotheses are converted

to depth maps using 3D rendering.

Comparable 3D rendering is made pos-

sible by the established 3D hand model

and the knowledge of the camera

parameters. Simply stated, we can

approximate how a hand in 3D might

look through the Kinect sensor. The

sum of pixel-wise differences consti-

tutes the objective function and is para-

meterized over hand configurations.

Optimization of this function is per-

formed with a variant of Particle Swarm

Optimization (PSO). The result of this

optimization is the output of the method

for a given frame (Figure 1e). Temporal

continuity is exploited to track hand

articulation in a sequence of frames.

The computationally demanding parts

of the process have been implemented

so as to run efficiently on a GPU. The

resulting system tracks hand articula-

tions with an accuracy of 5mm at a rate

of 20Hz on a quad core Intel i7 920

CPU with 6GB RAM and an NVidia

GTX580 GPU. Better accuracy can be

traded off for slower tracking rates.

Our work [1] (Figure 2a) is the first to

demonstrate that a model-based

Tracking the Articulated Motion of Human

Hands in 3D

by Iason Oikonomidis, Nikolaos Kyriazis and Antonis A. Argyros

The FORTH 3D hand tracker recovers the articulated motion of human hands robustly, accurately

and in real time (20Hz). This is achieved by employing a carefully designed model-based approach

that capitalizes on a powerful optimization framework, GPU processing and the visual information

provided by the Kinect sensor.

Figure 1: Graphical illustration of the operation of the FORTH 3D hand tracker. A Kinect RGB image (a) and the corresponding depth map (b).

The hand is segmented (c) by jointly considering skin color and depth. The proposed method fits the employed hand model (d) to this observation

recovering the hand articulation (e).



approach can produce a practical hand

tracking system. The core of the

tracking framework has also been

employed to provide state-of-the-art

solutions for problems of even higher

dimensionality and complexity, e.g., for

tracking a hand interacting with an

object [2] (Figure 2b), for tracking two

strongly interacting hands (Figure 2c)

and for tracking the state of a complex

scene where a hand interacts with sev-

eral objects [4] (Figure 2d). 

The FORTH 3D hand tracker has been

implemented as a library and can be

downloaded as a middleware of the

OpenNI 2.0 framework, so that it can be

used freely for research purposes.

Several researchers around the world

have already used this library to support

their research. Additionally, several

European, American and Asian compa-

nies have expressed interest in using it

as enabling technology for developing

applications in the fields including

health, education, gesture recognition,

gaming and automated robot program-

ming. 

An extension of our work was awarded

the 1st prize at the CHALEARN

Gesture Recognition demonstration

competition, organized in conjunction

with ICPR 2012 (Tsukuba, Japan, Nov.

2012).

This research is partially supported by

the EU-funded projects GRASP, FP7-

ROBOHOW.COG and WEARHAP.

Links:

FORTH 3D Hand Tracker web page:

http://cvrlcode.ics.forth.gr/handtracking/

FORTH 3D Hand Tracker OpenNI middleware library download:

http://www.openni.org/files/3d-hand-tracking-library/ 
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Figure 2: The framework developed has been

employed to track (a) single hand (b) a hand

interacting with an object (c) two strongly

interacting hands and (d) the state of a

complex scene where a hand interacts with

several objects.
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